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BD 5136 received 24. - 25.5.1951

Satan’s power ....

The one who wants to ruin you only has great power if you grant him this power
yourselves, for if you resist him and turn to Me, you will receive the flow of
My light of love which will completely disable him. For he is unable to endure
love. And one day, when his time has come, love will conquer him too. Satan
truly constantly endeavours to captivate, to eternally dominate, everything that
had emerged through his will but nevertheless with My strength. And therefore
he will put extreme pressure on those he fears to lose, who get away from him
of their own free will, who strive towards Me in order to be forever united
with Me. (25.5.1951) He will spare no means to influence these souls, he will
cause confusion wherever possible. He will always be present where My Own
congregate, he will try to enter their thoughts in order to transfer his will onto
them, even though he realises that he has lost control over these souls.

Nevertheless, he opposes Me as an enemy, for his immense ambition deludes
him into believing that his power cannot be broken. He indeed recognises
love as the weapon that will injure him and therefore he takes flight where
it confronts him and stirs up unkindness at the first opportunity. He feels his
power waning and yet will not let himself be conquered. For this reason his
activity is usually instantly recognisable, because his method is always such that
it will cause enmity between people who like each other, so that confusion arises
where clarity used to be; and the fault is always due to people themselves that
their minor unkindness lends Satan a finger and he tries to take the whole hand,
that is, he spurs people into ever greater heartlessness. He has great power but
only where it is granted to him .... because you humans do not use the weapon
against him which will render him powerless .... because you do not practice
love sufficiently .... because your selfish love is still predominant, which offers
him a welcome opportunity. You do not recognise him when he crosses you
path, you are short-sighted and you consider him your friend and trust him.
He is not your friend as long as he is still My adversary .... and he remains My
adversary as long as he is without love. He has to be feared as long as you are
without love yourselves, for in that case you belong to him and are still very
distant from Me. But if your spark of love has been kindled in you then you will
loosen the bond yourselves, then you will change your Lord, you will unite with
Me and then he will have lost all power over you.

Therefore you, who became My Own due to your will which strives towards
Me and rejects him, need not fear him. Then he cannot harm you anymore, yet
you can still help him by gathering glowing embers onto his head, by extending
your love even to those who are hostile to you, by responding to evil with love,
because then he will have to recognise that you have deified yourselves, that
you stand above him in brightest light and immeasurable strength. For when
a being surpasses him he will feel its power and he will also set it mentally
free, i.e. it will no longer be pressurised by him, because in unity with Me it is
unattainable for him. All people are able to travel the path to the Father’s heart,
and the restraints which keep them bound can be loosened by all people with
love, which is the means of release and unification at the same time, which turns
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you into My children, who will eternally experience the Father’s reciprocated
love and therefore be eternally happy ....

Amen

BD 5141 received 31.05.1951

Unjustified objection, being destined to be evil ....

Whatever will serve you as a blessing shall be given to you by Me, but whatever
delays your spiritual development is not My will but the will of the one who
wants to separate you from Me. Even so, I allow it to happen so as not to take
people’s freedom of will and belief away, and also to motivate you to test what
comes forth from which spirit. Everything can be beneficial to you, for even evil
can serve your development in so far as you learn to recognise and despise it and
thus make a choice for good or evil, which also necessitates the knowledge of
both. Yet evil does not originate from Me but from My opposing power, which
thus also influences the human being’s will in order to gain him. The human
being, however, makes his own decision.
Where My adversary finds approval it cannot be said that it is My activity on the
human being, because the human being is not forced into actions and thoughts
but approves them voluntarily and because he has the ability to differentiate
between good and evil. This is why he is responsible for the direction of
his will, and therefore he also creates his own fate in eternity. And no-one
will be able to say that I didn’t approach him, the destiny of every person’s
life provides him with ample opportunities which enable him to recognise a
guiding and determining Might Which reveals Itself to him. If he ignores these
opportunities or if he agrees to regress then he is abusing his free will and thus
uses it in the wrong direction. He hands himself over to My adversary’s power
without having been forced by him. Hence it is an unjustified objection that the
person, having been unfavourably influenced, was unable to do anything but
to act evil and that this bad influence compelled him to be evil by providence
.... The destiny of a person is always shaped such that opportunities for higher
development prevail if he is of good will .... The human being need not fail if he
himself does not want to fail .... For he is at all times at liberty to appeal to Me for
help, which will always be granted to him .... And every sorrow, every stroke of
fate shall encourage him to make this appeal, then the human being will never
be at risk to fall, for I Am only waiting for his thoughts to turn to Me in order to
seize and hold him to prevent his fall. The prayer to Me is the defence against the
one who intends to harm him. The prayer to Me provides strength and fortifies
the person in every temptation. The human being stands between two powers
and has to choose one of the two. Both will understandably affect him and try
to win influence over him. This is why I allow My adversary’s activity, yet I do
not leave the human being defenceless to his power, but through adversity and
other strokes of fate I try to encourage him to call for Me, because only when his
will has made a decision for Me will I be able to intervene with My might and
love.
He must turn to Me in absolute freedom of will, and if he doesn’t do so
voluntarily I have to prompt him through all kinds of serious difficulties which,
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however, can only ever further his soul’s salvation and are therefore permitted
by Me. But evil is caused by the human being himself by allowing himself to be
controlled by the one who has turned loved into the opposite and who therefore
will always act evil and unkindly and thereby can easily be recognised. But I
will not stop him, for his activity also aims to achieve the decision of will .... But
blessed are they who let themselves be driven to Me, who realise his intrigues
and want to escape from him .... I will seize them and draw them up to Me, for
they have used their will correctly and passed their test of earthly life ....

Amen

BD 5143 received 03.06.1951

Hostilities ....
Working in secret ....
Greater activity ....

As yet you are only opposed by a few people, however, the time will come
when your will be attacked by many, when there will only be a small number
of you compared to the many who will fight you, some of whom will also call
themselves believers but who will treat you with hostility for the sake of a true
and living faith, for the sake of the obvious signs of the working of the spirit,
which will turn them against you. As yet you have a small circle of supporters
who are touched by My Word and consider it in their heart and acknowledge
it; however, the time will come when you will even be separated from them,
when everyone will have to rely on himself and realise that he is surrounded
by enemies who want to destroy his faith in Me and My teaching. Then the
fruits of the fact that they had been nourished by Me Myself with My Word
and accepted the nourishment with complete faith will come to light. For they
will stand firm against all the challenges of the world and will always find
like-minded people again with whom they can exchange ideas and thereby
strengthen their faith. Yet all of you will be prevented from being openly active,
you will have no opportunity to spread My Word publicly. Nevertheless, I will
strengthen everyone who longs for Me and My Word .... The hostilities against
you will increase alarmingly and yet will fail to shake your inner determination,
for then My spirit will also clearly manifest itself and My Word will come alive
in each one of you .... External hostilities will be unable to make you inwardly
waver because I will protect everyone who wants to remain faithful to Me. I
recognise this will and will always give him the strength he needs in order to
remain steadfast. Prior to this, however, there will be a time which you can
certainly use well for the distribution of My Gospel, and I want to draw your
attention to this so that you will not let it pass by unused. For you will be able
to talk everywhere without fear of being banned; you will also have the talent
for talking and often come across the opportunity when you will be listened to
and find understanding, when your vineyard work will not be in vain. Then
you should be very busy indeed and not put off what you can do .... you shall
preach love and draw people’s attention to the end .... They will remember a lot
once the final time of battle begins, the final battle of faith, and even if you are
prevented from spreading My Word .... the seed you have sown will take root
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and grow and, during the last days before the end, also bear fruit. And you will
continue your activity in secret, for your own and your fellow human beings’
blessing, because I will bless all your spiritual work until the end of this earth
and one day in eternity ....

Amen

BD 5144 received 04.06.1951

Development is a matter of free will and not God’s arbitrary use of power ....

The divine spark in the human being is his signpost on this earth, for it impels
the human being to do what is good and cautions him against evil actions and
thoughts .... yet only gently so that it can, but need not be, heard and felt because
it does not push itself into the forefront, instead, it expects a person to listen
within in order to be perceived. Therefore it first requires the person’s will again
in order to become aware of the gentle voice within. Therefore the will comes
first and all other blessings take effect accordingly, which also includes the
manifestation of the divine spark in the human being. The will, however, is free,
it is not forcibly influenced neither from above nor from below .... neither God
nor His adversary determine the resolve of a person, yet according to his free
will they exert their influence. This needs to be particularly mentioned because
it entirely changes the eternal Deity’s image, Which is love in Itself, when it is
taught that the direction of will is determined by God, when it is taught that
the human being cannot use his will freely but that the direction of this will
depends on God’s grace and mercy. The fact that the human being is offered the
opportunity to test his will and to prove his God-inclined will at all is definitely
an act of divine grace and mercy, yet of what use would the human being’s
life on earth be if his will were curtailed and his development on earth were
entirely God’s work, that is, if its success or failure were determined by Him ....
A teaching like that gives rise to doubt in God’s wisdom and love and therefore
can never correspond to truth. The human being undeniably always carries the
admonisher within, God’s mercy is always recognisable, for this gentle voice
is a gift of grace too, a helpful means to impel the human being to where he
should land according to God’s will .... yet it is left entirely up to him how he
uses the gift of grace, otherwise the admonisher within the heart would sound
so loudly and perceptibly that it would have to be heard and the person would
subsequently forcibly act as is demanded of him.

The human being has free will .... that is of greatest significance for his spiritual
development and can never be denied; nevertheless, words can be misunder-
stood or misinterpreted if the necessary understanding is lacking regarding the
human being’s actual task on earth and which goal he ought to attain. Anyone
who knows this also instantly recognises the error of a doctrine, even if it is
advocated as being of divine origin. God’s love and wisdom must always be
emphasised, everything must demonstrate God’s love and wisdom, and where
this can be doubted the divine origin is missing from a teaching, for God, Who
wants to be loved, does not present Himself such that He must be feared ....
A God, Who courts His living creations’ love in order to make them eternally
happy with His love, will not present Himself as a God of wrath and tyranny and
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nip all love for Him in the bud. Try to find the right meaning and don’t judge
according to the letter, for the letter kills but the spirit gives life. But where the
spirit of God is at work all veils are lifted and every person filled by God’s spirit
will also understand His Word ....

Amen

BD 5150 received 13.06.1951

Whoever is taught by God requires no further external knowledge ....

Whoever receives the remarkable grace of being taught by Myself, whoever
receives and accepts this directly imparted teaching material certainly has no
further need to find knowledge elsewhere, for I will completely satisfy him with
the bread of life. He no longer needs to accept other spiritual nourishment; he
no longer needs to draw from a cistern when the clearest water flows to him from
the spring which is indeed far cleaner and better. However, if fresh spring water
is not accessible people should gratefully accept the water at their disposal and
carefully protect it from pollution .... Do you understand what I mean by that?
I do not, in any way, want to scorn what has been sacred to you since ancient
times, the Book of the Fathers, which shall never lose its value to people who,
in good faith of Me and for love of Me, try to derive knowledge from it .... since
it conceals profound knowledge, but it can only be found by someone whose
spirit has come alive .... But when I instruct you Myself, I give you the teaching
and the explanation at the same time, because I adapt all lessons to your degree
of maturity, I give to you in accordance with your understanding. First of all I
inform you of My will, since it is your task on earth to comply with it .... But I
also reveal Myself to you as God and Father, as Creator of all infinity and as the
most loving Father to My children, who ought to achieve the childship on earth
and hence require help and support. The meaning of My Words has become
incomprehensible to you, and thus I want to explain their meaning in plain and
simple terms to you. Consequently I Am once again sending My gospel to earth
as I had proclaimed at the time of My life on earth.

I don’t merely want to be present as God in your intellect, I want to live in your
hearts, I want you to believe in Me with a living faith, and I want to teach you
how you can arrive at this living faith .... not by means of much intellectual
knowledge, even if you have taken it from the Book of the Fathers .... but only
by means of a completely unselfish life of love. Your knowledge will become far
more profound and your faith more alive when you fulfil My commandments
of love for God and other people .... Then you will become knowledgeable and
closely united with Me too, and you will also become able to educate other
people in turn and inform them about the results of the right conduct in life.
And then you will be My true followers on earth, you will be preachers after My
will, because then you will draw all knowledge from within yourselves, then
My spirit will guide you into eternal truth and you can make use of knowledge
which you do not receive from an external source but always because of My
grace. Then the fountain of life will have opened up for you, then living water
will flow from the source of My love for your refreshment, and you should
also offer the revitalizing drink to other people, so that they, too, can taste the
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pure clear water and never want to be without it again. All people could refresh
themselves at the source of life yet only few will find it, only the few who are not
satisfied with what is inexplicable and therefore look for truth. And since they
approach Me Myself for revitalizing nourishment I will not refuse it to them.
Take from the source of life, accept with a thankful heart the contribution of My
love and appreciate the immense grace to be taught by Myself .... For you still
will need much strength which you can always extract from My Word, which
comes to you from above, because I have blessed it with My strength ....

Amen

BD 5153 received 17.06.1951

The souls’ redemption from the abyss through Jesus Christ ....
Beyond ....

The cross of Christ is the sign of hope for all who have fallen, who are unhappy
in their situation, be it on earth or in the kingdom of the beyond. The cross of
Christ will show them that there is still salvation, a way out, which only has to
be taken in order to surface from the abyss, from the kingdom of darkness, into
the dawning morning. The cross of Christ points to the path of ascent which will
never lead astray. For the One Who died on the cross due to His love for sinful
humanity initiated this path, He paid the purchase price for the existing souls
in the abyss, and every soul can utilise this privilege, the path of ascent is now
open to every soul providing it has chosen Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer, as
its goal, providing it wants to leave the abyss in order to reach Him. Then it will
be entitled to redemption, then the divine Redeemer Himself will lift it from
the abyss, then its sins will be washed away by His blood, the guilt of sin will be
cancelled and the act of Salvation will not have been made in vain for this soul.
Jesus Christ died for all human beings, for people past, present and future ....
He descended into hell .... He also made the blessings of the act of Salvation
available to the souls in the abyss, and there is salvation for the souls even in
the kingdom of the beyond, yet never without Him, for only the blood He had
shed for the sins can pay for the sins of a soul, and His forgiveness has to be
consciously requested, He also has to be acknowledged as the ‘Redeemer of sin’
in the spiritual realm, or a deliverance from darkness will be impossible. An
inconceivable act of love was accomplished by the man Jesus on earth, and this
act of love is also effective in the beyond, His mercy even follows the souls who
had passed away from earth without redemption. Yet, like on earth, the soul
must willingly want to find salvation through Jesus Christ in the beyond too,
that He should have mercy upon its suffering, that His love should seize it and
raise it from the abyss. For this reason, the knowledge of Jesus Christ and His
act of Salvation as well as the belief in both is vitally important and has to be
conveyed to the souls, if they have not gained it on earth already. But this work is
far more difficult than on earth, for the souls of darkness have little knowledge
and power of perception and are therefore not easily taught.
Nevertheless, their state is not hopeless when they are in distress and appeal
for help to be delivered from their present situation. Then they will not be com-
pletely obstinate, and knowledge can be conveyed to them through intercession
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and loving mental instructions which will enable them to direct their thoughts
towards Jesus Christ, the divine Saviour, and call upon Him themselves .... And
every call in faith and confidence in His help will be heard .... Then the path of
ascent will have begun and will be travelled step by step with His help. There
is salvation from the abyss, but never without Jesus Christ .... This is what the
souls in the beyond also need to know, otherwise they would never turn their
thoughts towards Him, Who alone can save them from their hardship, Who,
with love and mercy, is constantly willing to alleviate suffering and change an
agonising state of affairs into a state of beatitude .... Nevertheless, it always re-
quires the being’s will, and to change this correctly requires a lot of intercession
on the part of people with faith and love, who are therefore also able to help
those who are still unredeemed ....

Amen

BD 5155 received 21.06.1951

The right Father-child relationship ....
Free will ....

I behave towards you in the same way as you behave towards Me .... I will allow
you complete freedom if you want to withdraw from My influence, if you don’t
want to make use of My grace; and if you don’t want to acknowledge Me and
believe that you can live without My help I will not force you in this respect
either .... Then you will have to test your own strength and recognise how weak
you are, unless you prefer to avail yourselves of the strength from below which,
however, will pull you down for an infinitely long time. I will come to meet
anyone who looks for Me, I will hear whoever calls My name, but I will not hold
on to someone who turns away from Me, and the wretched state of My enemy
is his own fault and he will remain in that state until he changes his mind of his
own accord. You humans create your own fate with your attitude towards Me. I
will shower you with love and grace if you establish the right relationship with
Me, whereas you will go without completely if your relationship with Me is not
right. For I do not determine your thoughts, intentions and actions, but I will
help you if you want to let yourselves be helped. However, the right relationship
also guarantees right thinking, and therefore it is most important that you enter
into the right relationship of a child with Me, since then you will infallibly take
the path which leads to the goal, to your perfection, which is the purpose of your
life on earth. The right relationship of a child includes everything, the sense of
your own imperfection, faith and trust in Me and My help, the longing for unity
with the Father and thus also the correctly inclined will .... Then you will have
an excessive measure of grace at your disposal, then you will no longer be weak
and helpless beings, instead, My strength of love will flow to you incessantly
and you will more or less mature psychologically of your own will .... You join
Me because your desire for Me will also be granted as proof of My Fatherly love.
But anyone who isolates himself from Me, who does not acknowledge Me as
Father and Creator of eternity, is still spiritually arrogant, he feels strong even
without My strength and is nevertheless an unhappy being which allows itself
to be deceived by appearances .... which regards the vitality of life as sufficient
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and which will recognise its utter weakness at the end of its life when it has
lost its energy of life and is granted no help whatsoever from the One it had
denied. I will give without measure if My gift is desired, but I will not force
My gift of grace upon any being. I behave towards you in the same way as you
behave towards Me, not because of a lack of love but so as not to endanger your
free will, because My love is always greater than great and would never leave
you in adversity if it is not detrimental for your soul. Consequently, I must let
every person keep his freedom of will and wait until he himself inclines his will
towards Me. But then I will seize him and never let him fall again .... Then his
resistance will be broken and I can grant him an abundance of help. Then he
will establish the right relationship with Me and move towards perfection ....

Amen

BD 5161 received 30.06.1951

Strength of intercession ....

You should give the strength of intersession to all those who have departed from
you, irrespective of the degree of maturity you may think they have, for they
all still need strength and are grateful for any help. It is a happy feeling to have
helped souls to ascend, which you will only fully realise when you have entered
the kingdom of the beyond yourselves and see the hardship of many souls who
are not remembered in prayer, because no one on earth will remember them
lovingly and provide them with the necessary strength in order to ascend. Once
these souls have experienced the strength of love they will work with immense
enthusiasm and use this strength, but the first impulse has to be given to them
by people’s loving intercession, because this is what will affect them first and
change the direction of their thoughts.
But this intercession has to be rendered consciously, i.e. with the intention of
helping the souls to advance. You humans should know that your prayers are
valuable, you should familiarise yourselves with the suffering of departed souls
and with a loving heart pray for a gift of strength for these souls. They will
surely experience this gift of strength and also gratefully feel the love intended
for them which will cause them to love in turn, which will thus affect their
environment like a small light that benefits all souls. You humans could do so
inexpressibly much to release the souls if you have the will to alleviate hardship
and suffering .... For this will motivates you to pray from the bottom of your
heart, and only this comprises redeeming strength. You should do everything
consciously, external formalities or lip-prayers have no effect, because they
exclude the conscious will to help. Only love is liberating .... this has to be said
time and again.
You can achieve inconceivably much with love, you can send bright light into
the darkness through loving intercession, so that many souls will gather there
and be touched by this ray of light, always with the result that their feeling of
love will also be awakened and will want to express itself. Loving intercession
is a tremendous flow of strength the effect of which will never fail. Include all
your loved ones in your prayer, mentally call them to you and tell them that you
want to help them and that they should accept your help quietly and without
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objection; mentally instruct them that they, too, will be able to ascend it they
want to use the strength they receive through your intercession. And always
point them to Jesus Christ .... Only One can redeem them, and this One can
only be reached through love. Therefore inform them that they should use their
imparted strength to help other souls in turn who also suffer great hardship, that
these deeds of love will bring them ever closer to Jesus Christ Who, with utmost
mercy, will then draw all souls to Himself and guide them into the kingdom of
light ....
Once you have helped a soul to use its given strength correctly its progress will
be assured, then the weakness of will and lack of strength will disappear and
it will eagerly ascend and take untold souls along, for it then will also share
its knowledge with them, and thus a single correct intercession will result in
unforeseen blessings .... You humans on earth should not underestimate the
strength of intercession, but always remember that it should be made with a
loving heart in order to truly give strength .... And include all your loved ones,
for they all are still in need of strength and will thank you forever if you increase
their strength and remember them with love ....

Amen

BD 5162 received 01.07.1951

Determining the time of the end - False prophets ....

The intention to determine the time of the approaching world judgment does not
correspond to My will and My wisdom, which recognises full well that knowing
the time and hour would not be beneficial to you humans, as it would influence
your thoughts as well as your actions and therefore it will be kept a secret by Me,
in spite of My constant announcements, warnings and reprimands. You humans
have to conduct your life in free will, constant references to the approaching end
are certainly good but not the exact knowledge of time and hour. Indeed the
end, the world judgment, is very close at hand and I will repeatedly mention it
to you, nevertheless you all will be taken by surprise because no one will expect
it with certainty and believe in the approaching end. But anyone who believes
that he can specify the time and hour is not My messenger, and his words should
not be trusted even though he claims to speak on My behalf, even though he
wants to guide his fellow human beings to the right faith in Me. All the same,
this claim can not have been imparted to him by My spirit, it can not have
originated from Me, it is his own product of thought which he firmly believes to
be truth and therefore he tries to spread it ....
‘No one knows the day and hour ....’ Remember these Words, which I spoke to
My disciples on earth .... As God and Creator of infinity I Am well aware of this
day and hour since eternity, yet My wisdom prevents Me from proclaiming this
knowledge to you humans. For it concerns the human being’s will which may
not be infringed, but it would be infringed by any precise revelation of the last
day .... The day itself has indeed been predetermined since eternity, but so are
all events preceding it which aim to contribute towards the voluntary change of
the human being’s will. And thus I will do everything which helps and enables
the human being to expect My judgment on the last day in the right frame of
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mind .... But if a person himself makes no use of it, his fate is already decided
for an infinitely long time.
To know the day and hour of the end would then result in a compulsory change
of his nature which, however, would neither entitle him to enter the kingdom
of light nor the paradise of the new earth, but it would not result in eternal
perdition either .... because anguish and fear determine his will and not love,
which should be the only reason for a change of will. Thus his love would
not be sufficient, and therefore one cannot speak of a change of disposition;
nevertheless, the human being has to be given credit for his will to do right,
he effectively would be obedient, not due to love but due to fear .... yet love
is the crucial factor in the end .... For I want to separate the sheep from the
goats, I want to initiate a purification process and thereby end one period of
redemption before the beginning of a new one .... Hence a clear decision of will
has to take place, for which people have ample time and opportunity, and in
order to motivate them they are informed of the end.
But they have to make their choice entirely without compulsion. Therefore I
will keep the day and hour a secret but it will come like a thief in the night ....
it will arrive when no-one is expecting it, when people find their satisfaction
in the enjoyment of life, when they chase one enjoyment after another, when
they forget everything around themselves and are merry, when they experience
utmost joy of life .... Then the day will dawn which brings everything to an end
.... And then it will emerge who will stand by Me or by My adversary, who is
lord of this world .... Everything will then be revealed, light and darkness, truth
and lie, love and hatred .... no-one will be able to hide himself or conceal his true
nature .... Then everyone will show his true face, because the hardship around
him pulls the mask off his face, and then everyone will receive his fair reward ....
light or darkness, heavenly bliss or eternal damnation ....

Amen

BD 5172 received 17.07.1951

Earthly life - illusive life ....

Earthly life is but an illusive existence. As soon as you humans realise this you
will have reached the point of ascent. Then you will live consciously, working
towards the life which is true existence, which only starts when your body, your
soul’s material shell, passes away and the soul can rise unimpeded into the
spiritual kingdom. Everything that arises on earth before your eyes, everything
that is visible to you, is merely temporarily formed spiritual substance which
has to serve its purpose on earth as matter to facilitate spiritual maturing. And
earthly life itself is also a mere physical function as long as the soul within
you still has no understanding of what it was, is and should be .... If the soul
does not acquire this understanding during its earthly life it will indeed believe
even stronger in the reality of life, it will only regard earthly life as significant
and thus strive to live as long and as well as possible on earth; and this desire
will only diminish the moment it becomes enlightened, for then it will become
conscious of the real life and earthly life will fade to the same extent as real life
becomes more valuable.
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Only then will the soul be able to distinguish between appearance and reality,
only then will it live consciously .... It received life to enable it to prove its
will during an illusive existence, to enable it to be active during a certain stage
of strength, where it can utilise the energy of life in a God-pleasing way, and
thereby become entitled in real life to receive an abundance of strength and use it
in accordance with God’s will. Thus it has to pass a test of life first to demonstrate
that it is suitable to receive unlimited strength. For only the utilisation of this
strength is the actual life, where the soul can be creatively active and also carry
out extensive redemption work. If it fails the test of life, if it uses the energy of
life at its disposal wrongly, it will forfeit the supply of strength in the true life,
which it then would also use wrongly if the soul were to receive an unconditional
flow of strength.

It must have attained a certain degree of maturity during earthly life, which
will then make it a suitable recipient and steward of strength in the spiritual
kingdom. And for this it received its earthly existence. Yet this is usually
regarded as an end in itself, not as a means to an end and is therefore also
used wrongly .... it is deemed to be the only desirable life, even though every
person knows that he himself cannot prolong this life by one day when his
hour has come. And precisely this should make him realise the worthlessness
and transience of what seems extremely important to him. As an intelligent
human being he should make provisions for ‘afterwards’ and not be satisfied
with things which are subject to the law of transience. Earthly life if but an
illusive life, something on loan, which can be taken away again at any time ....
But the human being should manage borrowed wealth well, he should use it
such that it will earn substantial interest, not in an earthly-materialistic sense
but he should use it to gain spiritual wealth, then the energy of life will be
used correctly and the test of life will have been passed successfully, and then
the person will be suitable for the spiritual life, for the true life, which will last
eternally ....

Amen

BD 5173 received 18.07.1951

Faithless humanity ....
The end is near ....

Each day takes you closer to the end. Time passes quickly, yet the human race is
not aware of what each day still means for people, what they could still acquire
and how soon the time they are still granted until the end will be over. The
human race does not consider the end and thus lives without worry or only
worries about earthly things. Humanity is blind and does nothing to open its
eyes; it is alive and approaches death even though it is meant to acquire eternal
life while it still lives on earth. And yet, nothing else can be done than to
proclaim to it the near end through seers and prophets, only the Gospel can be
conveyed to it, and anyone who believes in it will be saved .... However, people
live without faith; although they don’t always openly reject what is presented
to them by God, by Christ, by the beyond, they nevertheless don’t possess the
right faith, the inner conviction of it, and thus their belief is worthless. But if you
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humans don’t want to go astray you must gain this faith. For without faith you
will neither call upon God nor appeal for gifts of grace so as to be able to become
suitable for the afterlife. Without faith you won’t establish the connection with
Jesus Christ, Who alone is the path to eternal life .... without faith you won’t live
your earthly life consciously with a spiritual goal, instead you will live purely
an earthly life which achieves nothing for eternal life. Faith has to come alive in
you or become convinced faith, if it is merely conventional belief .... Hence you
must listen to what God’s messengers proclaim to you; you should not instantly
reject what you are preached but make an effort to think about it ....

If your will is good you won’t find it difficult to believe, in that case you will
already be consciously considering the end. You will take the possibility into
account; you will try to change, for that is the effect of true faith .... If your will
is good .... for good will also always develops the love within itself, because a
good will always arises from a good heart.

And love helps you to gain a convinced faith. For this reason good and helpful
people are more likely to believe in the end, for this belief arises from love and
is constantly nourished by love. Just try to gain the right kind of faith, a living
faith, which impels you to work at improving your soul .... And once you have
gained it you will also confer it on your fellow human beings, for there is great
hardship amongst humanity, precisely because you lack the right faith in Jesus
Christ as the Redeemer, in eternal life in the spiritual kingdom. This concept is
unreal to people, at best they merely profess it with their mouth while their heart
is unaware of it; but then the human being lacks the knowledge and strength
to transform himself, subsequently, earthly life comes to an end without having
led to the goal, without having attained the maturity which assures him eternal
life. And the end is coming ever closer .... Anyone who remains without faith
is approaching a dreadful end, a fate which would horrify him if he knew of
it. God’s messengers, the servants He chose Himself, proclaim it to people and
draw their attention to the near end. Listen to them if they come to you, and
think about what they say .... and take the possibility into account that they
have told you the truth. Then you will strive towards changing yourselves, the
earthly world will no longer seem so important to you and you will take better
care of your soul; then you will not have to fear the near end either, for it will
only be a transition for you into a new life which will make you increasingly
happier because it can never be taken from you again ....

Amen
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BD 5174 received 19.07.1951

Characteristic of the church of Christ: The working of the spirit ....

The church of Christ is not an organisation, it is the unification of all spiritually
striving people from all denominations who believe in Jesus Christ and live a
life of love, for not the creed provides the evidence of their belonging to the said
church but the spirit which speaks through the people who are its members.
Surely you will understand that it can never ever be enough for God that a
person joins this or that school of thought, either because of its name or also due
to being impressed by the customs and traditions which every organisation and
denomination exhibit, but that God only evaluates a person’s attitude which
can vary in every denomination, i.e., more or less corresponding to God’s will,
more or less heeding the divine commandments. And yet, the only decisive
factor as to who may count himself a member of the church of Christ is whether
a life of love has awakened God’s spirit within the human being .... The church
of Christ is a purely spiritual organisation which makes no concessions to the
world whatsoever; it is only based on a human being’s spiritual life, on the
conscious will to attain the spiritual goal which is the human being’s task on
earth. The church of Christ unites all believing, that is, inwardly convinced
followers of Jesus who accept the divine teaching of love as their law of life,
who acknowledge Christ’s act of Salvation and through conscious unity with
Him know no other endeavour but to develop the strength of the spirit .... who
thus are enlightened by the divine spirit, which will always be the evidence of
belonging to His church.
The church of Christ needs no other external characteristic in order to be
recognised as His true church, which He Himself founded on earth, apart from
the spiritual rebirth, which is verified by the expression of the divine spirit in the
human being. And this, in turn, is recognisable through enlightened thinking,
through the realisation of truth, through realising the purpose of the human
being’s life, through strong faith and its resulting extraordinary working, be it
by healing the sick, by averting great earthly adversity, by the influx of the divine
Word or the commanding of the elements for the benefit of other people. A
power, which is of divine origin, will always emerge once the human being has
achieved spiritual rebirth, and he will belong to the church of Christ, which is
outside of every ecclesiastical organisation but which can number people from
every denomination as its members. It is a spiritual community of profoundly
devout people whose leader is Jesus Christ Himself, with whom every member
must enter into heartfelt contact in order to be admitted to His church. For His
church is something that is alive, it is not a dead structure which exists in the
world by name yet lacks all spirit. His church is based on living faith which was
brought alive through love .... This is why love and faith are the first condition in
order to belong to His church, why people from all denominations belong to His
church, whose living faith arose from their love for God and their neighbour. All
these people are being united by Jesus Christ in the church He established on
earth, and He also bestows them with the gifts of the spirit depending on their
maturity, ability and purpose of activity on earth for His kingdom. Wherever
God’s spirit is working there stands a pillar of His church which is and will
remain insurmountable for all eternity ....

Amen
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BD 5175 received 20.07.1951

Satan’s work ....
Heartfelt prayer for protection ....

Even you, who are awakened by My spirit, are not always able to recognise
how Satan affects you because, particularly with you, he often uses means that
intend to deceive you and tempts you such that you do not realise it as his
work. He wants to cause your downfall, he wants to alienate you from Me, he
wants to confuse your thoughts so that you start to doubt Me and My love, he
wants to portray My Word as ungodly, he wants you to tear yourselves apart
with self-reproaches in order to influence you even more successfully .... He
wants you to abandon Me and follow him. And since he knows that you are
voluntarily devoted to Me he tries to deceive you by portraying My will as being
wrong, he tries to incite you into implementing actions in the belief that you are
serving Me, although they are not My will .... Therefore beware and call on Me
in prayer, turn to Me with all your heart ....

You should know that I listen to every plea you send to Me, but do not
overestimate your own strength, that is, do nothing without praying to Me
for My blessing. Then you will recognise perfectly well when the adversary
is making a demand on you which opposes My will .... He counts on your
imperfection, on your blindness, into which he has plunged you himself. Prove
to him that you have recognised him and that he has lost all power over you due
to your conscious desire for Me .... and anxiously guard against unkindness ....
For this is a trap he frequently sets for you and which you can easily fall into
if you do not carefully watch your encounters. Then you are put to the test of
practising love and stopped from doing so by the adversary who wants to win
you over. The least amount of heartlessness is his advantage which he will use
to tempt you.

If you become heartless you distance yourselves from Me, although you will
never be able to separate yourselves from Me since you are permanently linked
to Me, and I will not let anyone, who once has decided to belong to Me, fall into
his hands. But he works with much cunning and force .... He spreads doubts into
your hearts, and thereby you shall recognise his working and also experience
My help from Me, by merely expressing a sincere plea in your heart which I will
surely answer. He will indeed have much power before the end, yet My power
is greater and he dares to question it. Therefore you need not fear him but be
careful and scrutinise everything that approaches you. His power is truly slight
as soon as you call on Me for protection and help, for I will step by your side
and he will take flight, because he flees from every light which defeats him, as
he does not want to lose. Hence, turn to Me at any time with heartfelt prayer for
protection and he will not be able to harm you in the slightest, then you will be
his master and you will achieve the goal you aspire to on earth ....

Amen
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BD 5178 received 25.07.1951

Redeeming help for souls in the beyond through people ....

Untold souls in the beyond struggle to ascend, and these souls suffer utmost
hardship, for their lack of strength makes their ascent impossible, and their
realisation of weakness is immensely agonising for them since they don’t know
how to remedy their situation. This very lack of knowledge is their calamity,
since due to the law of eternity they may only be given what they want, and
they receive in accordance with their will. If they want light, then they will
receive it, yet without having experienced the benefit of light they have no
desire for it either. Their agony rests in the fact that they are in a constant state
of suffering and no longer able to muster the will to change it, if they don’t
use their will to revolt against God and their fate and cruelly rampage through
their environment. These souls are already in a state of hell, because they are
constantly goaded by the forces of hell and their change and endeavour to
ascend still requires an incredibly long time. Even the souls which have lapsed
into lethargy could equally have to endure their painful fate for an extremely
long time unless they receive help from one side, since due to their weak will
they are unable to help themselves.
And this help can only be given to them by beings whose love wants to release
them from the darkness .... by people on earth or by beings in the beyond who are
either already enlightened or just possess a slightly higher degree of knowledge
which enables them to help. Thus countless souls experience this hardship and
people should take pity on them .... but especially people will rarely help those
souls, because people no longer believe in the soul’s continuation of life after
death .... People could have a vast sphere of activity on the spiritual level if they
supported the suffering souls in the beyond and helped them to ascend from
the abyss, and helping these souls in the beyond would in turn have an effect on
people again when they suffer physical and psychological distress .... Yet people
very rarely take part in this redeeming work, they even leave their loved ones in
the beyond in great suffering, who should be particularly taken care of by them
.... This is why it is welcomed with great joy when people gather on earth who
have the will to do redeeming work and want to kindle a light for many souls in
darkness.
For this reason beings of light also play a redeeming part in as much as they
likewise appear where unhappy souls in the beyond are remembered with loving
thoughts, and their help is evident because they protectively surround the people
on earth when the crowd of dark spiritual beings threatens to endanger the work
of redemption. The souls in the beyond as well as the people on earth have their
guardian angels who, depending on the will of the former, will intervene when
danger is imminent. And the enemy will always lurk where people want to do
redeeming work and try to confuse those who should offer enlightenment to
the souls in darkness. Yet he will not be able to prevent the rays of light, which
emerge from the redeeming love, from touching the souls of darkness, who feel
their benefit and appear wherever people gather with the will to help them, and
this work will be blessed .... For once a soul has been touched by a ray of light
and love, it will never descend again, it will look for the light and also find it,
because every soul will receive what it desires ....

Amen
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BD 5180 received 29.07.1951

Serious admonition to consider the life after death ....

Once again I admonish you humans on earth: Consider your souls and your
state after death .... For the forthcoming extremely difficult turn of events in
your earthly life is merely intended to make you consider your physical death
and what will follow afterwards. I want to draw your attention to it and lovingly
inform you of the hard times which will befall you, so that you then will believe
it if you are as yet unable to believe, if you still discard as a fantasy what is
solemn truth. You are in great danger, for you live earthly life so light-heartedly
as if it would last forever and yet, the time left to you is so short that you would
be horrified if you knew of it. You gamble your life away, you are moved by
trivial worries, and yet it is only important that you consider your soul, so that it
will be able to calmly endure every adversity in order to start the true life in light
and strength in the spiritual kingdom. Yet it is up to you humans yourselves in
which state your soul will enter the spiritual kingdom.

I ever more urgently admonish you to change your attitude, although it doesn’t
have to be bad it is nevertheless too earthly minded to be suitable for the spiritual
kingdom. Like a loving Father I call to My children on earth: Be concerned about
your soul, consider your real purpose of life and hurry, for there is not much
time left until the end .... Change your attitude before it is too late .... bear in
mind what fate will await you when your earthly life is over, and believe that
the soul’s life will not end with the body’s death but that it will live on, yet
in the state you have created for it in earthly life. You are responsible for its
fate in eternity, that is, you have to accept the consequences of your earthly life
yourselves, which will be a fate in darkness if you have used your life wrongly.

And you live wrongly if you live without faith and without love .... if you do
not acknowledge Me as your God and Father and therefore do not observe My
commandments either, if you only live for the world but not for the spiritual
kingdom, which is your true home and which you inevitably will have to enter,
albeit its spheres are so different that it can mean both supreme happiness as
well as most bitter agony for the soul, depending on its state of maturity. And
you humans are responsible for this state of maturity ....

This is what I call to you from above again, so that you will turn inwards and
change, so that you will pay less attention to earthly life in favour of advancing
your soul’s spiritual life .... Listen to My call from above, take stock of yourselves,
turn around before it is too late, for the day will come without fail which I have
always and forever announced to you .... You don’t have much time left, therefore
make use of it and take care of your soul, so that it will not have to fear the end
which is soon about to happen to you ....

Amen
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BD 5182 received 01.08.1951

Divine Word ....
Psychic messages ....
Disguise ....
Mark ....

Anyone who wants to serve Me will be accepted by Me, and his work in My
vineyard will be allocated to him by Me, because I alone know what kind of work
each person is capable of doing. They will be able to serve Me consciously and
unconsciously, that is, they will be able to know that they have been chosen by
Me for a task but they will also be able, impelled by their heart, to do something
which is considered vineyard work by Me as well without knowing themselves
that they are loyal co-workers for Me in the redemption work of the last days
before the end. However, they all need to have heartfelt love for Me and their
neighbour, otherwise the work for Me and My kingdom cannot be carried out.
And this heartfelt love .... the fulfilment of My commandments of love, will also
provide My servant with the strength for his richly blessed work, because the
work for Me requires particular knowledge which can only be acquired through
selfless activity of love, and precisely this knowledge is the strength conveyed to
the person which he shall subsequently use according to My will. And thus you
will also understand that a certain amount of knowledge about the eternal truth
is a prerequisite for working in My vineyard, and this will also show you the
mark of My true servants on earth, for you humans will always be able to obtain
clarification from them concerning Me and My kingdom .... They must possess
a certain amount of knowledge which makes them My true representatives on
earth. How and in what way they will have received this knowledge always has
to be checked, for only the origin determines the value and credibility of this
knowledge. For My true representatives on earth must have been educated by
Me Myself, because only I can dispense the truth and, as the primary Source
of truth, also convey it to wherever I require people to proclaim My Word and
where the conditions are in place for a loyal servant to enter into My service. It
is and will remain a fact that I speak to those people who listen for My voice
within themselves, who appeal to Me with faith and love to receive My spirit ....
and that I will then present to them everything which they ought to pass on to
their fellow human beings again, so that the truth shall be spread throughout
the world .... Yet faith and love must be present, otherwise I cannot speak to a
person, since only a devout person listens and only a loving heart is able to hear
My voice. Thus I establish a heartfelt connection with such a person through
the Word, which is the outpouring of Myself and thus testifies to Me ....

This Word is thus spoken by Me Myself, that is, the spiritual emanations of
Myself shape themselves into comprehensible thoughts for you or sound as
audible Words within your heart. Yet I can also convey My Word to you in the
form of a transmission, if I want to delight the blissful beings in the spiritual
kingdom, to whom the conveyance of strength from Me signifies increased
happiness. In that case you will receive My Word through My messengers
of light which, however, will not diminish the Word in the slightest because
it cannot be changed as long it originates from the spiritual kingdom, i.e.,
has not yet been changed through human will. However, it has to be noted
that I Am talking about My Word, about the transference of the pure truth,
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which proclaims My will and imparts to people the knowledge about their
relationship with Me and their earthly task. Yet not all transmissions from
the spiritual kingdom can be called ‘My Word’ because this is the purest truth
which can only be transmitted as My direct emanation by beings who are
enlightened themselves. But beings also exist which want to communicate
themselves, although they are not enlightened as yet or only possess a limited
amount of knowledge but nevertheless have the opportunity to make themselves
understood by people on earth, be it by way of thought transference or through a
medium of whose will and also physical functions they avail themselves in order
to speak to people. And these messages should not be confused with My Word,
they should not be described as My Word and therefore should not be referred
to as the working of My spirit in the human being. For My spirit can only be
effective under certain conditions; these messages, however, can be heard by all
people who are merely prepared to enter into contact with the spiritual kingdom
and listen to the beings’ suggestions with more or less good intentions. These
beings can also impart truth but there is no guarantee that their comments are
pure truth, because the degrees of maturity of these beings differ considerably
and the human being, as such, is unable to judge the level of maturity. Yet such
comments can never be described as divine revelations, they are far more likely
to endanger divine revelations if the human being does not possess a clear power
of judgment which enables him to distinguish and separate proclamations from
the spiritual kingdom. To receive My Word, directly or through messengers of
light, requires first of all the will to hear Me, for I will not let My voice sound
in the human being’s heart without his willingness to receive it, because only
this proves his belief in My working of the spirit within the human being ....
Furthermore, a loving way of life must have prepared the heart to become a
worthy vessel to receive My spirit .... And the human being who receives My
Word must work with it for Me and My kingdom.

For My Word is the epitome of knowledge concerning My will, it is the imparta-
tion of realisation, it is profound wisdom, it is the formulated truth which shall
be conveyed to humanity and cannot be conveyed by any other means but by
way of revelations which are received by a person on behalf of all people who
want to accept them.

Thus My Word is effectively the evidence of My contact with people .... And
since through My Word people are offered the truth, the light from the heavens,
it is understandable that the opposing lord will also find ways and means to
darken this light, to falsify the truth and thus to prevent My activity. He will not
shy away from expressing himself in the same manner where human will allows
him to do so. Yet only where the human being’s will facilitates his intention
will he be able to try it. Often the slightest occasions will enable him to exert
his influence .... if worldly thoughts occupy a person, which will then always be
temptations by which Satan will try to push himself in. My kingdom is not of
this world .... so anyone who wants to communicate with Me, who wants to hear
My voice, must be able to completely detach himself from the earthly world, and
what he wants must only be spiritual knowledge. If, however, he is still earthly
minded My adversary will instantly interfere, and he is entitled to do so because
the earthly world is his domain, yet you can always resist him yourselves by
banishing the world from your thoughts. Anyone who desires to hear Me must
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have broken free from the world although he still lives in the midst of the world.
And thus I can only ever caution those of you who desire to hear My Word from
turning your sights to the world, because then you will be unable to perceive
My Word in all its purity, instead the prince of the world will often intervene
because he will seize every opportunity to counteract the truth and you will be
providing him with this opportunity yourselves if you are worldly minded; then
you will hardly recognise him because he will also avail himself of My Word in
order to deceive you, because he will disguise himself as an angel-spirit and use
apparently noble words and yet cause gradual confusion by spreading doubt
into human hearts, thus trying to prevent pure contact between a person and
Me. This is why not everyone is suitable to work as a teacher, for this requires
absolute truth and therefore a complete turning away from the world in order
to be able to receive the pure truth from Me. And therefore you humans will
also have to learn to differentiate between: My Word, the pure Gospel, the
clear realisation, hence a higher knowledge which corresponds to the truth, and
communications from the spiritual kingdom which may well be good and true
but may also be interspersed with messages from the kingdom of darkness if
the human being’s own attitude towards the world offers the opportunity for it
.... My Word guarantees purest truth, and My Word can also be imparted to you
through My will by messengers of light and nonetheless remain My Word ....
Yet psychic recipients who receive messages from spiritual beings and thus, to
a certain extent, are their mouthpieces, should beware not to become exploited
by lower forces .... They should not let themselves be deceived by lovely words,
for this is the mask of the one who is an enemy of truth and also the means
of gaining access to circles which genuinely look for Me yet have not entirely
abandoned the world in order to be safe from temptations from below due to
My constant presence. My Word is offered to you humans plainly and purely
because I Myself choose servants for Myself whom I know are suitable for the
office of being a recipient and advocate of My Word and whom I will therefore
also protect as long as their will applies to Me alone and as long as they want
to serve Me as an instrument. For you humans shall never be able to complain
that you are denied the pure truth .... I will always convey My Word to earth and
also make sure that it is circulated, because people’s salvation of soul depends
on the fact that they will be instructed in the truth ....

Amen

BD 5186 received 09.08.1951

The gates of hell shall not prevail against it ....’

The gates of hell shall not prevail against My church .... which I Myself founded
on earth. The gates of hell will open and spew out its inhabitants in order to
increase My adversary’s power and activity. All devils will fight against the small
flock of believers who, in truth, constitute My church .... Hell itself will violently
attack its walls yet My church will stand firm, for the believers will persevere
with great strength .... The end is near, and that is why I still try to affiliate those
of little faith to My church so that their faith shall grow and become unshakable
before the end arrives. Hell will have no control over those who believe, for they
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belong to My church and I, as the founder of this church, will truly protect them
from the onslaught of hell. You humans are facing the end and you don’t realise
what this means, you don’t know about the spiritual battle between light and
darkness, between truth and falsehood, and you are unaware of the fact that
the earth is completely engulfed by darkness, because the power of darkness
predominates and you humans grant it this power yourselves ....

The battle of the spiritual world is not obvious to you as yet but very soon it
will take on a shape which will reveal to you how close it is to the end .... The
battle of faith will commence very soon, a battle which will be announced by
the authorities against all who still have faith, against all those who belong to
a school of thought, who acknowledge Me as their Creator and Father and who
strive spiritually due to their inner realisation that life does not come to an end
with physical death. All these people will be treated with hostility, severely put
under pressure and brutally requested to renounce their faith. All of you are
facing this battle, which not only concerns your body but far more your soul
yet also requires your body’s decision because you will be seriously threatened
and it will be made almost impossible for you to stand firm .... And then those
who belong to My true church, who acknowledge Me as supreme Lord and
Ruler and who fear Me more than the earthly power will reveal themselves ....
Blessed is he who believes that he counts as a member of the church founded
by Me .... Blessed is he who does not fear those who kill the body, but are not
able to kill the soul .... blessed, who draws his strength for battle from the right
commander-in-chief .... He will gain victory over the enemies, he will realise
that hell achieves nothing where the Lord of heaven and earth stands, where
His hosts fight, who will also gain control over the devils when hell is opened
and its scum let loose on people .... My church will stand firm and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it .... The end is near and My Word will fulfil itself.
Therefore prepare yourselves for the forthcoming time but don’t be afraid of it,
for Mine is the strength and the power and the glory ....

Amen

BD 5194 received 23.08.1951

Blessing of illness and suffering ....
Maturing fully ....

The body’s decline is often a useful warning for a person who is still too earthly-
minded and thus endangers the soul. Sooner or later he must learn to realise
that nature can impose a limit and as a result of this realisation become aware
of what will happen after the body has become completely unsuitable for this
earth. As long as the human being fails to think about his soul of his own accord
he must often be warned and admonished. Physical ailments, diseases and the
loss of bodily abilities must therefore also be regarded as means for maturing the
soul, since they can change a person’s thinking considerably and consequently
are often used as a remedy for the soul if it is at risk of succumbing to spiritual
death. Yet they don’t always serve their purpose .... then a state of obstinacy
ensues, a complete avoidance of all divine-spiritual issues, and despite disease
and misfortune affecting his body the human being tries to live life to the full.
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Nothing that is inflicted on a person is without meaning .... the body’s illness
often achieves the soul’s recovery; then it has been a blessing because the person
learned to despise the world after he had to go without and looked for and
found a substitute in the spiritual world. He will receive precious possessions
as compensation for the goods denied to him by the world and which he now
knows to be worthless. But that involves that he humbly submits to the fate
imposed on him for the sake of his soul, that he obediently endures what indeed
seems arduous to him but what can also be overcome. As soon as the human
being gains just a little faith he feels the hand of God above him and humbly
submits himself to God’s will; and then he can only win but never lose, thus
he need not be pitied either because he owns infinitely more than someone
completely healthy and full of physical vitality without contact to the kingdom
which one day will also be his abode after the death of his body.
Only the degree of the soul’s maturity on passing away from earth is relevant ....
Everything that can contribute towards becoming more mature is used by God,
even if the human being does not experience it as a benefit while he is without
realisation .... One day he will recognise the blessing of suffering and illness and
be grateful to God for using successful remedies without curtailing the human
being’s free will. A sick body is not as bad as a sick soul, and if it is to become
healthy the body must endure illness until the soul has become charitable, until
it looks up to heaven and has learned to regard the world merely as a temporary
school of trials .... One day it will be able to soar freely and without hindrance up
into high spiritual regions and be eternally grateful to its Creator for the grace
bestowed upon it of letting the body suffer so that the soul can recover ....

Amen

BD 5195 received 24.08.1951

Admonition to prepare for the end ....

You should prepare yourselves for the coming time .... What My seers and
prophets have proclaimed will come to pass, for time has expired and according
to eternal law humanity is facing a radical change, which has to be understood
in a spiritual as well as a material sense. It is the time of the end, the earth is
changing and for the inhabitants of earth an era comes to an end and a new one
begins. Yet only a few of the people who are presently alive will experience this
new era, for preconditions have to be complied with which only those few will
carry out. For this reason the earth will come to an end and countless people
will die as a result because they cannot experience the new era anymore. I Am
indeed lenient with those who will still come to Me in the last hour, who will
call upon Me for mercy, yet only a few will suddenly change and realise their
sinfulness and therefore still be accepted by Me in the last hour. But it is My will
that the small flock of My Own shall reach the final goal, that they will survive
the ending of this era and enter the new era where I will need them to uphold
My law of order. And therefore I say to you:
Prepare yourselves for the coming time, for it will make extraordinary demands
on you, on your will, your faith and your loyalty to Me. The approaching time
enables you to achieve exceptionally high maturity but it will also lay claim to
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all your strength. For the closer it gets to the end the more that which is actually
reality will appear unreal to you, the more your faith will be attacked and My
name dragged through the mud. But if you seriously prepare yourselves you
will be above it all, for as soon as you belong to those who know, your faith
can no longer be shaken. Knowledge, however, is the consequence of love ....
therefore you should make an effort to live a busy life of love for then you will
prepare yourselves well for the end .... This is My advice which you should not
ignore .... Cultivate love .... and an abundance of strength and light will flow
to you which will enable you to resist everything that will be inflicted on you
in the last days and nothing will be able to incapacitate you in the final battle.
Prepare yourselves and don’t hesitate, for the time is approaching the end, this
period of Salvation will be terminated because it corresponds to the eternal
order that a change will have to take place as soon as no further progress can
be achieved in the spiritual development .... No spiritual impetus can be found
amongst people, only a few are striving towards the light and for these few I
have a new task in mind which will only start after the change that takes place at
the end. Hence they, My small flock, will once again be admonished to eagerly
work at improving their souls, for the last great onslaught will happen soon, the
last battle begins which shall find forearmed fighters who will enter the battle
with Me and therefore will also win .... who will triumph in the end over the
opponent and his followers ....

Amen

BD 5198 received 26.08.1951

Particles of soul ....
Process of development on earth and in the beyond ....

Matter is judged spiritual substance which, in turn, shelters spiritual substance
within itself that travels the path of development according to God’s eternal plan
of Salvation. This spiritual substance, which is detained by the material external
form, always joins up with similar substances on its path of development and
can be described as particles of soul which animate the individual works of
creation again. Every work of creation, be it solid matter or the plant and animal
world, contains such particles of soul which seek to unite with others as a whole
in a new external form which more and more resembles the form of a human
being. An infinitely long period of time goes by until, after passing through
the course of the entire creation, all particles of soul have found each other
again in order to then enter an external form as a human soul, which is given
a specific task in order to gain complete freedom from any kind of outer cover.
Thus, the human body is the soul’s surrounding outer cover whose task it is to
help its indwelling soul reach maturity. The maturing process takes place in a
way that the human being of his own free will, which is the sign of his divine
origin, endeavours to guide all soul substances into God’s right order .... i.e.,
by creating a God-pleasing basis for all characteristics of the untold tiny souls,
hence by directing all instincts towards God. All cravings which are adverse to
God must be changed into God-inclined emotions, which is the conscious work
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of improving the soul expected to be carried out by the human being during his
earthly life.

In practice, this means that everything which still adheres to the soul from
former embodiments has to be discarded, hence, animal instincts have to be
overcome, just as the desire for matter has to be stifled, because all instincts
came from the preliminary development and still cling to the soul as traits of the
earlier stages of development. All inclinations from past embodiments must be
discarded if higher development is to be successful, and everything that points to
progressive development should be endeavoured towards .... spiritually-divine
attributes such as humility, meekness, patience and compassion, peacefulness
and righteousness .... For all these qualities originate from love, which should
be developed into highest perfection during earthly life. Thereby a very clear
guideline was given for the human being’s task on earth, God’s will is revealed
to people through His Word .... The soul is, to a certain extent, still disordered
spiritual essence which should be guided into back into order, however, it can
make its own decision because it lives in the state of free will. It certainly is
ableto return to order but is not forced to do so. But as soon as it has put itself
in order the spirit of God will have access, which cannot penetrate a chaos of
instincts and disorderly substances, or rather, it may not interfere by bringing
order if the will is missing. Order will be established when the most prominent
individual attributes, which characterise a prior embodiment, are reversed into
the opposite, since all souls are imperfect at the start of their development
and becoming-perfect is the purpose and goal of their embodiment. Thus,
recognisable characteristics from past embodiments can never be in harmony
with divine order, but they must be changed into the opposite .... until only love,
kindness, humility, meekness, righteousness and compassion are the human
being’s nature and indicate his aspired perfection, until the divine order is
recognisable and the human being’s soul has reached its goal and can leave its
outer shell in order to strive as a spiritual being towards ascent in possession
of light and strength, which further its progress in the beyond surprisingly fast
....

My spirit is constantly at work in order to guide you into truth, but you must
also allow yourselves to be guided without resistance, that is, you should not use
your already acquired knowledge as a foundation which My revelations should
fit in with, but you must hear My revelations first and then compare them with
your knowledge. If they concur then they will also complement each other, then
this prior knowledge of yours will have flowed to you from a spiritual source
and serves the same purpose of guiding you into truth .... And so continue: The
higher development of individual souls in the kingdom of the beyond differs.
Every soul effectively has other tendencies, other abilities at its disposal tending
either upwards or downwards, which have to be developed or fought against
and this is always the result of realisation, because as long as the soul does
not recognise its state it will be unable to muster the will for change. For this
reason it must already have been touched by a small ray of light so as to reach
this realisation .... on account of which intercession for souls in the beyond is
so tremendously important so that they will receive a ray of realisation, only
then will they actively strive to ascend. A soul which already achieved a degree
of realisation on earth, which thus tackles its work of improving itself on earth
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already, is surrounded by so many beings of light in the spiritual kingdom that it
will always find help and quickly attain higher maturity. Hence it is particularly
important that a soul gains realisation on earth, thus knows its earthly task and
its own still inadequate state. For realisation is a big step towards perfection and
allows it to rapidly move through the regions of the spiritual kingdom, whereas
a soul lacking realisation often remains an incredibly long time below, because
it is imperative that it must have the basic knowledge which it will reject for a
long time before it is willing to be taught.

And this state of ignorance is extremely painful and can only be remedied
by loving intercession. Even these souls are supported by beings of light, yet
they remain close to them in disguise and cannot successfully influence them
because the soul’s free will has to be maintained. However, despite realising
its own inadequacies, despite knowing its faults, weaknesses and cravings, the
soul is unable to advance without help. And this help is Jesus Christ, on earth
as well as in the spiritual kingdom .... If He is called upon with the serious will
to ascend, success can be expected with certainty .... He helps where personal
strength does not suffice, He not only forgives the sins of the person who
appeals to Him for forgiveness, He is also the Provider of strength in the battle
as a conqueror .... No being is able to lift itself out of the abyss without His
strength, for an imperfect being is and will remain weak precisely because of
its imperfection. Only the bond with Jesus Christ imparts it with strength and
makes its struggle for perfection easier and also successful. Anyone who does
not come to Jesus Christ on earth must rush to Him in the beyond, or he will
forever remain below .... And, again, this has to be understood such that every
soul must come to love .... For Jesus Christ is the embodied love. Thus love
is the redeeming strength, love also acknowledges Jesus Christ, love has to be
practised on earth in order to ensure a flight of ascent in the beyond. But it also
has to be the driving force in the beyond, otherwise the soul would never be able
to achieve a higher degree of maturity. And therefore love is the only means to
discard all weaknesses and faults, for anyone who has love recognises himself
and consciously strives towards perfection, because he longs for the One Who
is love Itself, and this One will always help him, because love strives towards
love and the union in love is eternal bliss ....

Amen

BD 5199 received 29.08.1951

Intellectual thought ....
Truth from God ....

You will always get into an inner state of conflict if you take your own paths,
if you distance yourselves from Me in thought and don’t think that you need
My support. However, if you firmly unite with Me and look for Me in thought
you will also be utterly convinced that you know the truth and are able to refute
every doubt, because My presence only reveals the pure truth to you and you
cannot fall prey to error in My presence. Bear in mind that when you are in
doubt you yourselves allow these doubts to arise in you because you search
intellectually and thereby render Me ineffective. For I never penetrate with My
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spirit if you yourselves don’t want it. And this will is lacking as long as you only
use your intellect. The object of your research will become bright and clear if you
hand yourselves over to Me in thought and appeal for My clarification. Every
doubt will be swept away, because it cannot exist beside Me, Whom you call to
you through your prayer. Try to dispel every doubt in you in this way and you
will succeed as soon as you make heartfelt contact with Me and thereby give Me
Myself the opportunity to take effect in you. It is so easy to receive an answer
to all questions from Me, yet the intellect must be excluded until you feel the
answer in your heart .... you must think less but listen within. This process is not
comprehensible to any person who has not yet made the test that he can, with a
sincere will and profound faith, hear Me. The unbeliever will never be able to
hear My answer in himself, because he will never seriously listen within either
.... Faith, however, makes him listen and he feels My answer in his heart. What
seems unreal to the person is the actual reality .... to hear Me speak .... And thus
a doubter need only make heartfelt contact with Me in prayer in order to dispel
his doubts, whilst he can dwell on it for a long time and come to no certain
conclusion if he does not approach Me for advice. Without Me you cannot know
the truth, and neither will you be able to recognise the truth as truth without
Me. And even if you accept the pure and unadulterated truth from a servant’s
mouth who was educated by Me, from a fellow human being who, in intimate
contact with Me, hears My Word .... it will still seem doubtful to you as long as
you only listen to it intellectually, as long as you don’t enter into contact with
Me as well, so that My spirit bestows an understanding for the truth upon you.
And therefore My representatives on earth can only mediate but not convince
as long as the listener has not yet established a bond with Me. Nevertheless, My
Word shall motivate him to look for Me, and I will truly and gladly allow Myself
to be found and give to him what he is lacking, complete understanding for the
eternal truth, which will mature your soul as soon as you consciously accept it
from Me, as soon as you allow Me to be present through your will, your faith
and your love ....

Amen

BD 5203 received 04.09.1951

Help for poor souls ....
Love redeems ....

Everything that helps the souls to ascend will be appreciated in the spiritual
kingdom. The love given to the still immature spirit is the only means of
redemption as long as it is unable to lift itself up, i.e. as long as it is still unable
to be lovingly active itself, since it is without strength. Everything that will
strengthen these beings has My blessing because it complies with the principle
of love. The love people demonstrate to immature souls somehow or other has
to have a redeeming effect, be it on earth or in the beyond, for no spark of
love is without strength, and thus all deeds of love always result in a supply of
strength. You humans on earth can therefore help greatly if you are motivated
by love to consider the poor souls in the beyond who are completely without
strength and therefore dependent on help. And everything you do to strengthen
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them, everything you do to release them, will be pleasing to Me and never be in
vain.

So little love can be found amongst people on earth already, and they consider
the souls in the beyond even less, since they do not believe in life after death.
And this unbelief also has bitter repercussions on the souls in the beyond, who
languish unredeemed and without strength in dark surroundings and are unable
to help themselves. Every kind thought, every loving wish for their well-being
alleviates their torment and will be gratefully felt by them. Yet especially the
souls who languish in darkness are rarely thought of kindly and lovingly, and
thus they remain in utmost hardship. Thus you can understand that people who
want to help them are surrounded by untold souls who all would like to make
their presence known in order to be helped. All you humans are surrounded
by such souls, yet only few of you will listen to them, only few of you have the
willingness to help and the faith that you can help through prayer and loving
thoughts .... Yet countless souls cannot find anyone to pray for them on earth
and therefore also try to approach circles where currents of strength manifest
themselves. These souls, too, appeal for your help .... Grant their request, do
everything that love inspires you to do and know that My blessing rests upon
you as long as you are only motivated by love to help them.

You should only want to help, then you can loosen many chains, then you can
free the tormented souls by initially giving them strength, which they will then
use themselves by following your example, so that they too will want to help as
you have helped them. Never forget that they depend on your help, even if My
grace and mercy will not condemn any being forever; but first their hardened
hearts have to be touched by a ray of love before they seize My gifts of grace
.... And I Myself will guide these souls to you, who just need an incentive to
start their path of development in the beyond. Yet without loving help they will
continue to languish in the same state for an infinitely long time and cannot
find the path of ascent. Pray for them and don’t forget them, for their suffering
as a result of their unbelief and unkindness is immeasurable; but if you want to
help them I will always be willing to lift them with My grace and mercy from
the night of death into life, for then I will not be able to resist the love you give
to those unhappy souls in the beyond and I will forgive their guilt for the sake
of your love ....

Amen
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BD 5205 received 05.09.1951

Fighters for truth ....
Misguided teachings ....

You task is to teach .... to spread the truth amongst people, to disperse the
darkness which engulfs and prevents them from feeling the benefit of the light.
As long as his spirit is still in the dark the human being is taking the wrong
path, for the right path is called truth .... Truth only comes forth from Me and
leads back to Me again. You humans should understand that I cannot make any
concessions concerning your beatitude .... Understand that I, the Eternal Truth,
cannot be tolerant of lies or errors .... Understand that I transmit the truth to
earth because you need to know it, because every day lived without truth is lost
to you. Only truth portrays Me as I Am, and only a true representation of Me
enables you to love Me and thereby attain beatitude. Every wrong teaching is
My adversary’s attempt to distort My image and lessen your love for Me. Every
wrong teaching is a good foundation for new misguided teachings, and soon
you are faced by an inextricable thicket which no longer lets the light shine
through to illuminate your spirit.
And therefore I prepare bearers of light for Myself who are to bring the truth to
you humans, thus I first guide them into the truth and instruct them to bring
illumination wherever it may be. I frequently confront misguided teachings
with the truth so that they can oppose each other, because I want to raise doubts
in people’s hearts, because only a doubter will start to think and look for truth.
The teaching I gave to people on earth has been so infiltrated by error from the
human side that it no longer has a healing effect on people .... And therefore
I want to purify it; therefore I give it to you in its purest form again and make
sure that this teaching is conveyed to people of good will. Anyone who wants to
accept it will gain utmost blessing, anyone who rejects it also has to accept the
consequences ....
Nevertheless, I need messengers to spread My pure truth on earth, I need
disciples to whom I can say once again: go and teach all nations .... Thus I need
apostles who speak in My name on earth and proclaim My Word to people. And
these should courageously confront the representatives of misguided teachings,
because the office to which I have called them is to unhesitatingly confront error
with truth, to freely explain what damage is caused to the soul as long as it is
wrongly educated, as long as it is not living in truth which alone leads to Me.
Although you humans can certainly strive to attain Me in spite of misguided
teachings it is, however, a futile effort, for you need to understand that error
and lie are not Mine but My adversary’s doing and that every ascent is therefore
prevented (made impossible). Furthermore, My adversary’s works can never
result in progress, only truth will help you to ascend.
I cannot make concessions and assess the error the same as the truth, I can only
acknowledge good will and bless it by making the truth available to you, but
then you will also have to be receptive, you should not close your eyes to the
truth or your will is going to fail .... You have to long for Me and thus for truth,
and then you will surely receive it. But do not assume that I agree with you if you
want to hold on to your misconceptions. Anyone who receives the truth from
Me is also able to examine and recognise it as truth, for I do not demand the
impossible from you. But anyone who receives it from Me should also support it
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and not shy away from upholding it, he should not fear to appear too harsh since
error cannot be emphasized harshly enough since it is My adversary’s work who
is manifestly turning against Me ....
Error and lies cause hopeless confusion and strip a person of all realisation;
they are not light but come forth from intense darkness. Therefore you should
proceed boldly against error and untruth, because you have a weapon in truth
which will assure your victory. I have chosen you as My fighters, and you
should fight with the sword of your tongue, you should not be afraid to remove
your fellow human being’s childish faith .... as it will not help a person to
attain perfection as long as it is wrong. But you can replace it with something
good, pure and extremely effective, the truth, which you have received from Me
Myself. You will be able to give them more than you take away, you will seize
their soul from My adversary’s power and lead it back to Me ....

Amen

BD 5212 received 15.09.1951

God is good and righteous ....

I Am a good and righteous God, and time and again My kindness and mercy
will be experienced by you humans if you have done wrong, although I cannot
disregard anything sinful .... yet I take all your weaknesses into account, I do
not judge you humans as I once judged you when you had been perfect; for
now you are imperfect creatures without correct realisation and of weak will.
Nevertheless, I must urge you to regain your perfection. I must reproach you
for your sins, I must inform you of what is right and what is wrong, what
corresponds to My will and what you should do in order to become perfect
again. And therefore I cannot ignore any transgressions either, although I look
upon them through the eyes of clemency and mercy. For you need not sin even
if you are weak, because you can use My strength and grace which is at your
disposal. Thus I have to remind you to always request My strength, to appeal for
My gifts of grace and not to go through life without imploring Me for support.
I Am good and righteous .... therefore I cannot abide you acting wrongly but
have to confront you with injustice until you have recognised it as injustice and
endeavour to think and act righteously. You must recognise sin in order to avoid
it and I want to help you in this, for I Am a good God, a God of love and not a
God of wrath Who punishes when His living creation has transgressed ....
I Am a Father of My children, and a father wants to win his children over
with love. All the same, He cannot overlook the injustice due to false love,
because this will not lead the child to perfection; perfection, however, is the
human being’s ultimate goal on earth. Let yourselves be drawn and educated
by Me, also humbly accept a reprimand, for it is just a means of making you
realise a wrong action in order to subsequently avoid it. And always keep to My
commandment of love .... Then you will also conduct yourselves in a good and
right way .... be kind and merciful yourselves and don’t judge heartlessly; try to
emulate Me in everything, My patience, gentleness, humility and peacefulness,
and if you are at risk of failing call upon Me for help, for strength and grace.
And you will receive it whenever you appeal to Me for it. Only I know your
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weakness, your spiritual hardship and also your will .... I Am a God of love, I
Am a Judge Who is full of forbearance and tries everything in order to change
you before His judgment of you .... You only need to direct your will towards
Me so that I can help you if you become weak .... Then I will always let kindness
and mercy prevail, even when you have done wrong ....

Amen

BD 5219 received 26.09.1951

Serious reference to the end ....

Your days are numbered .... You won’t live on this earth for long anymore, your
lives will be shortened because the time I granted humanity for its salvation has
come to an end, and you, who are presently alive, belong to those who will live
to see the end .... I will certainly still recall many beforehand whose souls would
not survive the last battle for Me and My kingdom, and many will die far and
wide, and the various reasons will not make you humans aware of the fact that
the last action has already started, that it is already an act of mercy, because I
give those souls the opportunity to continue their process of development in the
kingdom of the beyond, which will no longer be possible once the last day has
come .... You all have not much time left yet none of you know if he will not be
snatched from the midst of life earlier, no-one knows when his hour has come
.... Don’t mourn those who go before you, for they are recalled by My love; but
often remember them in your prayer so that they will make use of the blessings
which will also be granted to them in the afterlife. I seriously admonish you all
to prepare yourselves for your last hour, for you don’t have much time left. I
urgently warn you through the events in the world, and if only you kept your
eyes open you would recognise the gravity of the hour, for I clearly speak to you
through the signs of the time.

However, you humans only have eyes for the world, you give the world your
every attention but fail to think of Me, and irritably you shrug everything
off what could draw your attention to Me and the end .... You don’t want
to believe and therefore remain untouched by all happenings which only too
clearly demonstrate the truth of My Word to you. It is high time .... yet not in
a worldly sense but for penance, for a change of will, for turning back and for
reflection .... Don’t remain indifferent when I admonish you for whatever it may
be .... Ask yourselves in what state you are in when you are being called to leave
the earth and to enter through the gate of death into eternity .... Ask yourselves
as whether you will be able to stand before My eyes and believe that the hour
will soon arrive when your earthly life comes to an end .... Therefore, only take
care of your souls and turn your eyes away from the world, for it will perish,
the soul, however, is everlasting and its fate in eternity will be according to your
way of life on Earth ....

Amen
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BD 5222 received 29.09.1951

Knowledge about goal and purpose ....
Childship to God ....

You are destined to become children of God and can indeed reach that goal.
However, are you humans at all aware of your goal, your purpose on this earth?
And is it not your own fault that you don’t know anything about it? Are you not
living a way of life which cannot result in any kind of realisation for you? Are
you not spiritually blind? And thus you seriously ought to ask yourselves why
you are ignorant and I will give you the answer: You lack the love which guides
you into realisation .... For love is the key to wisdom, love is the light which
illuminates your spirit .... Love guides you into truth and, as soon as you live in
love, the goal and your purpose will come clear to you. The knowledge of it can
certainly also be conveyed to you if you live an earthly life without love .... It will
also be conveyed to you in order to awaken your sense of responsibility, yet you
will never believe what you are told even if it is the truth, because without love
you lack the power of realisation .... This is why My Word, if it is preached to you,
will remain unsuccessful and not be taken seriously by you until you become
lovingly active of your own accord .... Consequently, love must be preached first
and anyone taking this sermon to heart will grow in realisation and also be able
to believe what he is taught. You are all destined to attain childship to God,
to attain an exceedingly blissful state in an abundance of light and strength ....
You are destined for this, but you can never be forcibly placed in this state by
Me, because it requires your free will to become a true child of God, My image,
which can create and shape like Me in blissful happiness. For this reason it is
so extraordinarily difficult to persuade you humans without forcing your will
to aspire towards this highest goal. This can only be achieved if you live in love,
because then you will also know about your origin, your imperfect state and
your ultimate goal, for then you will recognise what you had been, what you
are now and what you shall become again .... You can create an inconceivably
blissful state for yourselves if you live a life of love on earth. And therefore I send
My disciples into the world again in order to preach love to people, for they have
only a short time left in order to reach their goal on earth. My love constantly
endeavours to lead people into realisation, but they must voluntarily, of their
own accord, transform themselves into love. And blessed is he who ignites his
indwelling spark of love, blessed is he who thereby comes closer to Me and
can avail himself of My strength of love .... For he will reach his goal, he will
make contact with Me and not rest until his spirit has united itself with the
Father-Spirit of eternity, until his love has merged with the eternal love, until
he has become and then remains My child for all eternity ....

Amen
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BD 5223 received 30.09.1951

The spirit of the antichrist ....

The spirit of the Antichrist reigns wherever I Am not recognised. That is where
he has already caused his work of confusion, he has weakened people’s power
of realisation, he obscured everything, he has displaced the truth and deluded
people with his deceptive light, having used his power as My adversary and
thus worked against Me. His favourite weapon is to tear the image of the divine
Redeemer Jesus Christ from people’s hearts and thus he works against Christ,
and this to an ever increasing extent the closer it gets to the end. It is his
achievement that people distanced themselves from Me, that they no longer
believe in Jesus Christ and therefore don’t find the way to Me anymore; and
yet his activity is only possible because people do not resist his onslaughts and
the beginnings of his activity. For they can defend themselves if they want to
.... They live on earth as completely independent beings and have absolute
free will. They are far away from Me but at the start of their embodiment as
a human being also so far away from My adversary that he cannot force them
to become subject to him. I gave people the means to absorb the impressions
surrounding them with heart and mind and to think them through in their
heart and with their intellect, for I did not create automatons who must carry
out their activity according to the Master’s law; I externalised you as free beings,
gave you intellect and reason and constantly influence you through all events in
a helpful sense ....
However, he, too, will not let his power go to waste. He will likewise try to
influence your will but the final decision rests with you humans yourselves ....
Nevertheless, you only need to use the means at your disposal .... you only need
to ensure that you receive My spirit of love, My strength, which will enable
you to resist all your enemy’s onslaughts. You can always gain this strength by
merely practising love yourselves, thus by acquiring My strength of love, which
you can use without limits but which can only be gained through activity of
love. My adversary is an enemy of love and you will always be able to conquer
him if you stand up to him with the weapon of love. Then you will take the
path of Christ, you will take the path of love which He travelled too, then you
will follow Him and He will be your patron, your leader, He will have become
your Redeemer as a result of your will which has joined Him through love ....
However, as long as humanity lacks love it will not recognise Him, and this is
caused by My adversary who believes he can increase his power by reducing
the power of Jesus. He conspicuously directs his activity against Him, and every
person who turns away from Jesus Christ, who renounces Him, who rejects
Him when He confronts Him in the Word is controlled by the Antichrist; he is
an antichrist himself who willingly carries out what Satan impels him to do ....
Beware of these antiChrist’s, even if they pretend to strive for the same noble
goals .... They are in his power and are therefore also My adversaries and will
have to pay for their antagonism on the day of Judgment, which is very close
....

Amen
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BD 5224 received 01.10.1951

Fighting against oneself on earth ....

My life on earth was full of struggles and temptations and it is wrong to assume
that My divine soul had protected Me from it, that My way of life could not have
been anything but good because I was the Son of God, Who had descended
from earth to redeem humanity .... My earthly life as a human being differed
in no way from that of any other human being, yet I was exceptionally and
severely bothered by temptations because Satan used every means to prevent
My mission. Furthermore, My soul was so profoundly sensitive that it was
both deeply affected by beauty as well as exceptionally tormented by evil and
impurity. It was receptive to every impression, which is also the reason why
the world with its attractions and enticements tempted Me so frequently before
My real mission began. I had to endure a tough fight to stay victorious over
the one who wanted to own My flesh in order to render the soul incapable for
the act of Salvation. And thus My suffering started a long time before already,
the body had to be deadened to achieve spiritualisation with the soul. I was a
human being in the midst of people .... And My state as a human being meant
as much as being afflicted by human passions and longings which I had to fight
in order to become an abode for the Divinity, Which could not allow any base
passion to exist within Itself. I was a human being .... nothing testified of My
Divinity during the years before My work as a teacher. Being just human I had
to struggle to shape Myself into the receiving vessel for the most delectable a
human being may ever possess .... for the eternal Deity Itself, Which wanted to
manifest Itself in Me in order to become a visible God for people. And I was
victorious over the one who endeavours to control you humans, whom I fought
against in order to set you free from his aggression .... It was truly an arduous
battle, for the human being in Me was receptive to everything beautiful and not
allowed to possess it; the human being within Me loved life for he loved his
fellow human beings and did not want to leave them. I was in full possession
of strength and able to make everything subject to Myself if I wanted to, and I
voluntarily gave it all up, I defeated Myself, My body and even the soul, which
occasionally wanted to arise when it felt how I suffered .... I defeated Myself
as a human being and thus demonstrated that it is possible for every person
to become master of his weaknesses and longings, and that it was not divine
strength which accomplished My victory, which then could never be expected
from you humans if I had failed in the battle against evil and against lust.

For this reason you humans are also able to achieve the same; indeed, you even
have My additional support as soon as you call upon Me for help, as I have
promised .... No temptation is too great and the tempter never insurmountable
if you make use of My mercy .... For the sake of your strength of will I died on
the cross, what you are lacking in strength and will you can receive from Me if
you want to fight against the one who is your enemy and overcoming it was the
most difficult battle I ever fought ....

Amen
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BD 5226 received 04.10.1951

Spreading the Gospel ....
End time disciples ....

Spreading the Gospel is the task for which I employed those of you who were
willing to work for Me. Spreading the Gospel means taking the truth to people
in the same way as it originates from Me. However, I Am faced by an adversary
who will always fight against the truth. And therefore he will also fight against
those who want to advocate the truth before the world. My disciples will
therefore always encounter opponents, people who are enemies of the truth and
who make an effort to demean it, hence to denounce it as untruth. It will often
not be easy to discard their points of view since My adversary fights with great
cunning and dexterity, he knows where a person still offers room for attack and
he knows that his starting point in order to be successful has to be .... lack of
knowledge, the inability to differentiate between truth and error. And since I
know his intention and how he works I have personally educated fighters for
Myself, whom I was able to completely instruct in the truth and whose intellect
is equally sharp that they are able to logically refute every contention wherever
necessary. They will not remain unmolested by the enemy of truth, because
he is especially at risk of being unmasked by a bearer of truth since the latter
works with My strength. There is immense confusion among people, they no
longer recognise My pure Word, they try to interpret My Word according to
their own will and discretion and increasingly divert from the truth because
intellectual thinking only ever results in greater confusion and leaves the heart
as the doorway to wisdom closed. My Word is no longer known to people,
for this reason I want to convey it to them anew; it shall be offered to them
by My chosen ones, by disciples who I instructed and introduced to the same
knowledge as My disciples when I lived on earth. Time and again it is offered
to people by My great love in order to enlighten them, because their realisation
grows constantly weaker in the darkness they live in. The spoilt Word has not
much strength left and only a few are capable of finding the true meaning of My
Word when it is offered to them.
And so I present the eternal truth anew to those whom I instruct for the sake
of their later teaching ministry, so that they can pass on what they received
from Me Myself to their fellow human beings in its purest form. But these
servants of Mine who shall instruct their fellow human beings must completely
subordinate themselves to Me .... They must not listen to what people say, they
must only pay attention to My Word and also uphold before the world what
they have received from Me, from the spiritual kingdom. They must possess
strong faith and a firm will, and this will must solely relate to Me .... Then
they will be suitable for the teaching ministry and truly carry My Gospel into
the world. However, the closer it gets to the end, the more vehemently the
wall of your faith will come under attack .... For even if a person is clearly
taught by God, worldly people refuse to acknowledge it and Satan’s working can
even be recognised where merely a hint of light from above might have spread
brightness .... He also tries to cause confusion among the ranks of My Own
and therefore I caution you to be careful, so that he will not be successful and
extinguish the tiny light .... Anyone who spreads the Gospel in My name will
be protected by Me from error once he has been chosen by Me for this mission;
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but someone who elevates himself to a teacher without having been called by
Me because he lacks the ability for it, will hardly recognise Satan’s working and
then run the risk of looking upon error as truth. During the time of the end
Satan will have great power which I shall not curtail, but which you humans can
invalidate yourselves if you turn to Me in your heart and choose Me as a fighter
against him .... Then he will be unable to mislead you since you, being brightly
enlightened, will recognise what is truth and what is error ....

Amen

BD 5228 received 06.10.1951

Reply to unpleasant messages from Bietigheim ....

I want light to be brought to humanity and therefore I have prepared bearers of
light for Myself who shall contribute to enlightening people’s spirit with their
abundance of light, with knowledge they received supernaturally and which
completely corresponds to the truth, since I Myself Am the Provider of this
knowledge .... I Myself transmit this knowledge to earth so that you humans
can find your way out of spiritual darkness and enter into the bright light. I Am
a God of love and mercy .... I know your weakness and sinfulness, I want to help
you and with much forbearance and patience try to make you understand and
change yourselves. Nevertheless, one day the time will have passed which you
were granted for your transformation. And therefore I will constantly inform
you humans as to what you should do, how you should live and what fate will
await you if you act in opposition to My will .... I tell you all this by sending you
My messengers, who thus proclaim Me and My will on My behalf ....

I Am a God of love, but also a God of justice, and I will keep My Word .... Do
you humans know what that means? .... That everything I have promised you
if you live in accordance with My will shall come to pass, but that everything
that I announced as a consequence of your resistance to Me will also infallibly
fulfil itself .... Eternal order has to be upheld, and the law of eternal order
also includes the fact that a specific cause will bring about a specific effect ....
Everything takes its time, but once time has run out the law will unfailingly
fulfil itself ....

You humans do not have much time left, thus you would do well to get used to
the thought that you might suddenly get called away or, if you are exceptionally
blessed, that you will experience the end. Whatever arguments you use against
it .... they are misguided and will not change the eternal plan of Salvation,
which is known to everyone who seriously endeavours to grasp My Word and
understand it. What I proclaim through My messengers to you humans is
nothing new, references and warnings about the end have constantly been given
to seers and prophets since the beginning of this period of Salvation, which must
and will sound ever more urgent the closer you get to the end. It is not due to
lack of love on My part when My Word fulfils itself, for even this final event has
its foundation in My infinite love .... to enable and support higher development
of those who failed of their own free will. I would not be a just God if I did not
create a balance in a world which is more and more governed by the prince of
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darkness although it is destined to be a school for the spirit .... and must become
it again in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation ....

Amen

BD 5230 received 08.10.1951

Has the infinitely long path of development been in vain? ....

You have travelled an infinitely long path and only a very short stretch of the
way is ahead of you, then the time of grace will be over for you, an endlessly
long period of Salvation will have found its conclusion and its success will
reveal itself on the last day, on the day of Judgment. This day is approaching
all of you, the day of which it is written, which countless seers and prophets
have proclaimed would come when the time is fulfilled. You humans have so
often been reminded of the last Judgment, when everyone will be punished or
rewarded according to merit. How often have I offered Myself as a Leader on
the final earthly path, when you as human beings need guidance, how often did
I send help to you from above when you were at risk of failing; how often were
you given guiding principles so that you would take the right path, so that your
soul would mature fully and thus higher development would be promoted. I
tried with love and with firmness to push you onto the right path, time and
again I spoke to you in My Word, as a good shepherd I constantly protected you
from the wolves, from the intruders into My flock of sheep; I sent messengers
to cross your path who repeatedly proclaimed My will to you; I endured your
weaknesses and faults with much love and patience and revealed Myself time
and again to you humans in order to attain your love; I Myself descended to you
in the Word to advise you in My direct speech that you urgently ought to change
for the better .... I tried everything and yet achieved so little .... for people are
not concerned about attaining Me and My affection. They live their lives for
themselves and no longer acknowledge Me .... And the time flies towards the
end ....

The infinitely long path of development before the embodiment as a human
being, which you all had to cover, will have been travelled in vain by many
people, for the human being has not achieved the culmination of his earthly
life. The final stage of development has not been travelled, and at the end of
this period of Salvation a last decision will be demanded, because a new era
for the purpose of salvation will start again and every spiritual being capable of
development will be bound again into the external form which befits its state of
maturity, but hard matter will serve as an abode for the spiritual being which
failed as a human being. And this decision will still have to be taken before the
conclusion of the epoch .... Humanity is at risk of being banished into hardest
matter again .... You humans cannot imagine what that means, yet it is the fair
compensation for spurning a blessing which could be used by all of you humans
and which you disregarded. There is an awful lot at stake for you humans, and
all My admonitions and warnings are to no avail, for you don’t believe in an end,
nor do you believe in a righteous Creator, Who one day will call you to account
for your way of life, for your spiritual attitude and your neglected earthly life,
which truly could result in your complete release from the form if you would
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comply with My Words and change for the better. You spurn My grace and
thereby create an appalling fate for yourselves .... And even if I speak to you
through the mouth of an awakened servant .... you don’t believe .... that the end
is near and with it the last Judgment .... And thus you will have to accept the
consequences, for My love and mercy can indeed give to you, but not force upon
you, what you spurn of your own free will .... light and strength and realisation
of your hardship ....

Amen

BD 5233 received 12.10.1951

Deifying the beings into children ....

It is a law of eternity that I rule over all spirits in heaven and on earth, over all
beings in the kingdom of light and darkness, over everything I have created out
of love, wisdom and fullness of strength; it is a law that everything is subject to
Me and thus I Am the Lord, Whose power is infinite and Who can just as easily
destroy what His will had called into being .... Yet wisdom has always been as
much a part of creation as love, and therefore I do not destroy arbitrarily, rather,
I let all beings under My rule exist forever but try to change them into beings
who can create and shape in unison with Me, who thus become My image, for
I Am imbued with immense love for My creations. I want to be able to work in
these beings Myself, so that they become aware of their divinity and eternally
live in radiant bliss. I Am a God of love and approach all My living creations
with love; but I also know of each one’s willingness to accept My love, and thus
My love affects living creations accordingly.
Where there is love the being comes to meet Me, but where love is absent it will
turn away from Me and My love will remain ineffective, i.e. it will not demand
a response. But as soon as the living creation in a state of free will, as a human
being, looks for Me, strives towards Me, thus longs for its Lord and Creator,
it will have reached the stage of love. Then My love can shine into this being
and it will find a response .... The human being will contact Me consciously,
he will be knowingly subject to Me, and then the transformation can start, that
is, the education into a being like Me, the deification of the works which had
come forth from My hands as works but which shall become ‘divine children’
.... which, however, can only be achieved by the human being’s free will itself.
Anyone who comprehends this enigma .... the development into Gods from
emerged works of My might .... already belongs to those where this process is
happening, for then the person has a certain degree of awareness which, again,
is a sign of divine strength that is already inherent in the human being.
And this degree of awareness will increase as the process of transformation
continues, as he gains more divine attributes by transforming himself to love,
for the Divine is and always will be love .... The beatitude of a divine being, of
My image, consists of the fact that it is permeated by light and strength .... that it
has an abundance of wisdom and might, which it will always use in the spirit of
My love, because it has become pure love itself, or it would remain without light
and strength. A divine being is a perfect being which lacks nothing .... Every
restriction, every limitation, is a sign of imperfection. Yet whatever degree the
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being has achieved .... its awareness will always increase in proportion to its
growing love, for both go invariably hand in hand. Thus only what was caused
by love signifies spiritual ascent, for this is also accompanied by understanding,
by knowledge, which is accepted by the human being’s heart and intellect.
Loving activity is the ladder to the pinnacle which the human being climbs step
by step as he changes himself into love and thereby conforms more and more to
the divine fundamental nature.
The fundamental law of eternity rests in the fact that love was the strength
which brought everything into being, thus it enabled the act of creation, but
likewise it is also the strength which deifies the creation, which is a process
My living creations have to accomplish themselves .... and are able to do so,
because the fundamental strength rests within them as a spark which only needs
to be ignited in order to display the same omnipotence demonstrated by My
fundamental nature. My living creations are able to deify themselves through
love ....
You humans will not understand this phrase until you have reached a degree
of awareness as a result of your life of love .... when all correlations will reveal
themselves like a radiant light, when your spirit is enlightened which, however,
can only happen through love. Then you will steadily approach My fundamental
nature, then I will no longer be your Creator, your Lord, to Whom you are
subject, but I will be your Father Who lovingly draws you, His children, to
His heart, Who will find His will in you again and experience an indescribable
happiness, which will also shine on you, then the law will have fulfilled itself
which is the foundation of the entire material and spiritual creation ....

Amen

BD 5234 received 13.10.1951

Faith without love is dead ....

It is essential to live up to the commandment of love in order to attain profound
faith. Proof is not necessary to believe, rather, you have to become convinced
of something that cannot be proven so that you can wholeheartedly support
it, so that you can endorse what you now believe in. Only this kind of faith is
assessed by Me as living faith, for I do not regard mere words and assurances
as belief but merely as an agreement to avoid an objection, since you cannot
substantiate an objection. In that case you blindly believe, you accept without
scrutiny, without personal opinion, what is imparted to you from outside. But
this kind of faith will never emanate strength, with this kind of faith you will
never be able to achieve remarkable effects .... for only a living faith can give
evidence of the strength of faith. But living faith is faith born by love, because
love is the strength which then expresses itself in faith. Faith without love is
dead, it is something inertly formal that has no effect. An active intellect can
certainly come to a conclusion which the person then calls ‘belief ’ but this belief
will be more an assumption which will neither please nor elevate him .... as
long as the love in him has not been kindled. For only love will give life to
such faith. A loving person, however, does not need to activate his intellect
exceptionally, and yet he will nevertheless be able to endorse his knowledge,
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for he is enlightened by his inner spirit, and thus he can believe with conviction
because he has the evidence within himself.
Hence, what should be believed cannot be proven, or one could not talk about
‘faith’, and yet no doubt exists for the person who lives with love, because the
spirit within him will give him explanations which justify profound faith. But
these cannot be conclusively transferred to another person because every human
being has to arrive at faith himself, which he is able to do if he does not ignore
love .... love, however, is the unification with Me .... Consequently, I Myself also
have to be recognised by those who love, and therefore faith in Me can no longer
be doubtful .... for where I Am present through love I give evidence of Myself to
the person, and then he is imbued by a living faith which can never be without
strength. I Am the source of everything .... love and wisdom, light and strength
originate from Me, and one without the other is unthinkable .... Thus anyone
who is intimately connected to Me through love will necessarily also have living
faith and thus full knowledge. But where love is lacking the latter does not exist
either. Then it is a dead faith without awareness, for I Am love Myself, without
love there is no strength and no light .... without love you humans still live in
darkness, and without love you are frail beings, for only love will make you
strong ....

Amen

BD 5235 received 14.10.1951

‘Behold, I make all things new ....’

I make all things new .... Those of you humans who are as yet unenlightened,
who have not yet awakened the spirit within you, do not know the meaning of
My Words, for you do not believe in a transformation of this earth, you do not
believe in the Last Judgment, in the end of one period of development and the
beginning of a new one .... You do not know anything about My eternal plan
of Salvation and therefore do not understand My Words either: Behold, I make
all things new .... Each of My Words has several meanings which are not even
known to My enlightened Own, for this understanding is still too profound for
the people of this earth, yet they are aware of the simple meaning, that I will
renew what has left My eternal order ....
I want to make a change, since the people of this earth are no longer striving
for one and therefore miss the purpose of their earthly life. They have failed
by not using their lives for eternity. Nevertheless, I will not let them get lost
and therefore will give them the opportunity to cover the neglected process of
development again, yet not as a repeat but in a completely different way ....
For another process of development is an increased bestowal of grace and has
to be acquired through increased effort, the opportunity of which is offered by
completely new creations. Thus, first I will renew the school for the spirit, My
earth, which shall support the development up to that of the human being.
I will provide it with entirely new creations of such diverse kind and shape that
extremely large numbers of spiritual substances will have the opportunity to
prove themselves therein. And I will let a new human generation arise, which
will emerge from people who are blessed by Me, who will have completed
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their spiritual development with love and loyalty to Me, who will have attained
a degree of maturity which permits exalted spiritual care, so that the new
human generation will have every guarantee to achieve the highest possible
spiritual perfection and the bound spirits, too, will be able to achieve maturity
quickly, due to the exceptionally good influence exerted by people on all nearby
creations .... I make all things new; I will also ease the conditions to release
the spiritual substances yet without deviating from My law of eternal order,
only caring for what is still living in constraint with profound love and mercy.
Everything depressing will leave people, they will strive to ascend with full
strength, because I alone will be the most Desirable for them and they will not
be able to be pulled into the abyss by My adversary, who will be bound for a
long time ....

I shall make a new heaven and a new earth .... that is, spiritually and earthly
I will give happiness to the people who then will belong to Me and who shall
also smooth the way for those who will follow them .... Which one of you
humans can comprehend this? And which one of you humans believes firmly
and without doubt that the old things will cease to be? That even people who are
still distant from Me will cease to exist, that only the small flock which faithfully
follows Me as their shepherd will not lose its life, because I have blessed this
small flock and destined it for a continued life in the paradise of the new earth ....
that a new period of Redemption will begin in accordance with My eternal plan
of Salvation, which My love and wisdom have determined in order to ensure
eternal life for the spirits? Behold, I make all things new .... Those of you who
believe in Me remember these Words, consider them in your hearts and know,
that the time has come when My Word will fulfil itself .... Believe firmly in it
and be hopeful, and endure all difficulties you will still encounter until the end
with patience and submission to My will. For the day will come very soon when
I will fetch My Own to reveal the paradise to them of which it is written: ‘I will
make a new heaven and a new earth ....’ and I Myself will dwell amongst My
Own and will guide and teach them, as I have promised ....

Amen

BD 5240 received 25.10.1951

Expression of the Divine Spirit ....
Satan as an angel of light ....

‘I Am with you always, even unto the end of the world ....’ These Words of Mine
shall be your confirmation that I will stay amongst you wherever you allow
Me to stay. Although I Am not visibly with you, My spirit is nevertheless your
constant companion, yet you yourselves open the door for it or you keep it
closed, but then you cannot say that I Am with you. You all can certainly let Me
be present if you want to draw Me to you with your love, indeed, with a high
degree of love you would even be able to behold My image in you .... Yet how
few desire Me and prepare an abode for Me, how few shape their hearts such
that they can receive Me therein. Even so, I also come to meet those who feel
no desire for Me .... I come to meet them in the Word, because only the Word
can awaken love in them if they listen to it, think about it in their heart and
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act accordingly .... This path to Me is not difficult and yet it safely leads to the
goal .... of experiencing My presence so that every person would then be able to
say: The Lord is with me always .... Nevertheless it requires profound faith to be
convinced of My presence, and this faith can only be gained through love again.
Consequently, love always comes first .... Without love no contact whatsoever
can be established with Me, without love everything that intends to make My
presence credible are lies or formalities.

You all should remember that no-one can become aware of Myself if he is
devoid of love, but that everyone who lives in love will have Me as a constant
companion .... However, My presence will always reveal itself in some form or
other .... through exceedingly strong faith, through a variety of spiritual gifts,
through missionary work and the appropriate aptitude, through hearing My
voice in the conscious state, through all kinds of helpfulness which require
exceptional strength .... Then My spirit will always and forever be at work,
which is the obvious sign of My presence and can therefore not be denied
by people who are unselfishly and lovingly active. You humans should pay
particular attention as to whether and how the love for Me and fellow human
beings shows itself, then you will be able to test the origin of every such spiritual
expression. But the right kind of love also guarantees the human being My
protection against impure spiritual forces, which will indeed always encroach
on you humans but due to your nature, your will for truth and your urge to
love will always be deterred, because they effectively sense My presence and
retreat.

However, occasionally they will find access if the person himself does not
exercise strict discipline, that is, if he, with only the slightest unkindness,
entitles them to do so .... For unkindness embodies the one who lacks all love
but who also has power where it is granted to him. And that is why only love
is the guarantee for My presence, and you are all entitled to examine this love
if you want to convince yourselves of the truth of what is upheld to people as
the working of the spirit. I truly only face you with beneficial gifts, I will not
offer you anything which might offend your heart. I Am a God of love and loyal
Father of My children, and if I speak to you, you will also be able to recognise the
Father’s voice, and you need not be afraid that you will fall prey to deception if
My Words affect you in a Fatherly way. But you must likewise come to meet Me
like children, you must approach Me full of love .... otherwise you will not be
able to hear Me or you will fall prey to My adversary, who wants to win you over
with misleading words, who deceives you, at times even as an angel of light if
he can thereby accomplish success. Love is and always will remain decisive, and
My adversary will never be able to draw near to a loving human being because
I will stand between him and the adversary since I Am love Myself. A good and
kind-hearted person can therefore never be deceived by My adversary, yet he
can always approach those whose nature lacks love, whose selfish love is still too
great, who want to be important in the world and try to make an impression,
who lack true humility. I know the human hearts and keep away from those who
are devoid of love, yet I will give pleasure to My children with My presence ....
And they can always rest assured that their love will invite Me, that they then
can entrust themselves to Me, that I will take abode in them and remain with
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them because love strives towards love and inseparably unites ....
Amen

BD 5243 received 27.10.1951

Forgiveness ....
Atonement ....
Justice ....
(Law of cause and effect)

I Am a God of love and mercy yet justice is also part of My Being, otherwise
My perfection could be questioned and therefore also My Divinity. Do you
understand what I Am trying to say? .... That I incorporate every characteristic
to the highest degree, and therefore everything is effectively subject to the law of
eternal order, whose originator I Am Myself, that is, out of My very perfection
I have created irrevocable laws .... Thus every guilt of sin has to be removed,
every sin has to be atoned to satisfy My justice. But how does this relate to My
love and mercy, which is so infinitely profound that it would like to remit every
sinners’ guilt? ....

My love found a way .... Love Itself wiped out the guilt of sins by making the
atonement Itself in order to satisfy justice .... A human being accepted the guilt
and made amends for all of humanity’s sins. I Myself did not stop this man,
for He was motivated by love and love may never be prevented if it wants to
express itself. I would never have accepted the substituted atonement had it not
been offered to Me on account of love, or the law of eternal order would have
been violated, since justice would not have been upheld, whereas an act of love
had to be accepted by Me since I could not reject love. Thus a human being
atoned humanity’s immense guilt of sin through an extremely agonising pain
and death on the cross. This person was without sin and nevertheless suffered
unspeakably for the guilt of others .... because He wanted to appease Me with
His sacrifice, which overwhelming love caused Him to make. And I accepted
the sacrifice, and for the sake of His love erased the guilt that had burdened all
of humanity .... which thus means that people who fully and consciously avail
themselves of the sacrifice by the human being Jesus can become free from all
guilt, who lay their burden of sin at His feet and for the sake of His crucifixion
ask for forgiveness ....

Acknowledgement and the conscious confession of sins are necessary in order
to find complete forgiveness of sins. The sacrifice of the human being Jesus was
so immense and His love for humanity so powerful that My justice was served
and My love and mercy could emerge .... Thus people who acknowledge the
divine Redeemer Jesus Christ and repentantly step under His cross are free
from all guilt .... which means that all sins they were burdened with are forgiven
.... Forgiveness of sin, however, means settlement, a complete deletion of what
actually should have been done .... Forgiveness means erasing, unburdening,
restoring the condition prior to committing the sin .... and every consequence
of transgression is carried by the person who accepts the guilt. Thus Jesus Christ
took upon Himself all sins and offered the atonement for them to Me. Every
result of sin will be negated by Him ....
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My love and mercy make everything right again, and can do so now because
the sacrifice on the cross satisfied justice first, thus it was not by-passed. The
sacrifice on the cross was effectively the consequence of all of humanity’s sins.
All unrighteousness that is committed on earth, as well as the sin of the past
rebellion against Me had to have an unlawful effect, therefore it had to fall back
on beings who absorbed these effects and had to suffer them .... The human being
Jesus made Himself voluntarily available to absorb the concentrated burden of
sin and by way of superhuman suffering and agony diminish the effects of the
sins, and through His death finally wipe them out completely. Thus the law was
not cancelled, it was merely fulfilled .... For this reason the human being can be
granted full forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ and be delivered from all
guilt, for this reason My love and mercy can rule without excluding justice. For
Jesus Christ redeemed the world from sin, because His love for humanity was
overwhelming and through this love I was fully reconciled ....

Amen

BD 5257 received 19.11.1951

Not inclination but love determines the will ....

It is left up to all of you in which direction you turn your will, even though
you are indeed advised by My Word what end result you will achieve by any
direction of will. Yet My Word does not force you either, since you can also
accept or reject it again depending on your mentality and your love. For love
determines your will .... You will always love whatever it is you strive for,
irrespective of whether it is good or bad; your desire is directed towards it, and
this is how your will is .... good or bad. You will always feel love for what you
desire, but whether this love is rightly or wrongly directed is determined by your
spiritual development. Now you can certainly raise the objection that love has
been placed into the human being, that even love for evil arises from the heart
and that the human being is thus a victim of dormant cravings within himself.
And up to a point this objection is justified .... that all instincts and cravings
which during the individual preliminary stages in the law of compulsion had
not yet been overcome are latent in the human being, that the human being
therefore brings them into his earthly life in order to then defeat and completely
discard them. These characteristics are thus present in the human being and
therefore also arouse the cravings. They want fulfilment and often become so
powerful in a person that they completely control him. The fight against such
cravings is often difficult, but this is why I endowed the human being with
intellect, so that he can think about his feelings in order to take appropriate
action against them.

It is wrong to say that the human being must act in accordance with his
inclination .... admittedly, if he had been created without intellect and felt
instinctively impelled. But since he is offered ample opportunity in earthly life
to acquire knowledge, since he has a guiding principle in My commandments
of love, since he has a still, small voice within himself which admonishes and
warns him, which always draws his attention to My will, and since he is now
able to think about everything, it is solely up to his will to wage battle against
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himself when necessary, when his cravings resist what he, according to his inner
realisation, should do .... The fact that he is unable to do so is not applicable, for
a sincere will also guarantees him a gift of strength, nevertheless, a weak will is
unsuccessful .... And only one thing is necessary again in order to strengthen
a weak will .... faith in Jesus Christ .... It is true that especially people who are
still badly afflicted by characteristics from their preliminary stages don’t believe
in Jesus Christ, however, by merely rationally thinking about it they already
express their will to ascertain the truth, and they will be helped to find a correct
solution .... However, where the question about Jesus Christ is unhesitatingly
dismissed, where no effort is made to find an answer, that is where the will is
obviously turned downwards, and that is where the human being indeed falls
prey to the forces from below, yet it is his own will and not the fault of his
inclination. For the human being can direct his will in both directions or one
could not speak of free will. And every person can and should sooner or later
question his task in earthly life .... This is why he was given his intellect ....

Amen

BD 5259 received 25.11.1951

God requires many labourers in the time before the end ....

I will take all of you who are willing into My service, for I require many co-
workers during the last days before the end who shall do redeeming work. If you
declare your willingness to Me then your destiny will also proceed according
to your will, that is, you will always have the opportunity to work for Me and
My kingdom according to My will. You will feel My instruction in your heart
and, once you have offered your service to Me, will sensitively represent Me to
your fellow human beings, you will feel inwardly impelled to speak on behalf
of Me and My name and proclaim My teaching to all those who cross your path,
with whom you will be able to have spiritual discussions and who require your
help, or I would not send them on your way. The work for Me and My kingdom
need not be externally recognisable as missionary work, it can be carried out
in everyday life, unobtrusively and yet beneficially, for precisely those people
shall be won over who have no religious connections whatsoever, who are not
affiliated to any church organisations or still belong to them as a mere formality.
My Gospel shall especially be made accessible to these people, and this is far
more effective during an exchange of ideas where everyone can express their
own point of view.

Once people are stimulated to think about it success is more likely to be
expected, this is why My representatives, My labourers on earth who want to
serve Me, must be convinced of Me and My teaching themselves, so that they
will also be able to speak with conviction to their fellow human beings. Anyone
who has accepted the truth himself is also permeated by it, and he is a suitable
co-worker in the last days before the end, for he will always and forever feel
urged to offer the truth where it is missing. This is why you won’t need any
particular instructions from Me, because I will tell you through your heart what
you ought to do and this heartfelt expression will be felt as your own will, as
an inner urge .... Therefore act according to your inner impulse once you have
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informed Me that you want to work for Me and My kingdom. I accept all of you
and give you My blessing for this work, because the immense spiritual hardship
necessitates much help and this has to be brought through a human mouth if
fellow human beings are to keep their free will but nevertheless be shown a way
which leads out of the great hardship. I bless every good will which applies to
your fellow human beings’ souls and help you to accomplish it ....

Amen

BD 5264 received 02.12.1951

Transformation of nature ....
Deification ....

I cannot shape you according to My will, instead, you must accomplish the work
of transforming your nature yourself, for the purpose and goal of My whole plan
of creation rests upon the fact that My created works will shape themselves into
My children, into divine beings of their own free will .... Each one of My living
creations has so much strength that attaining the goal is certainly possible, yet
the strength can also remain unused and not even My omnipotence can change
that if I don’t want to infringe against My law of eternal order Myself and
enslave their will. You can, if you so want, shape yourselves into gods, into
beings like Me, who, having completely merged with Me, are full of strength
and yet think, want and act as blissful individual beings. You are able to do
so, however, whether you want to do so must be your own choice .... Your
intentions, thoughts and actions are entirely free in the state of imperfection
but they can develop in any direction. Although the fact that you are entirely
free can also result in your renewed fall into the abyss, it can nevertheless also
procure you unlimited beatitudes which a bound will could never attain. You
can fall abysmally low and lift yourselves to inconceivable heights, but at all
times you are offered the support to hold on to or to make your ascent easier ....
I Myself Am always willing to be this support for you, I Am always willing to
stop you when you are in danger of falling, and I Am always willing to pull you
up when you appeal for My help. You are never defencelessly left at the mercy
of danger, you are never so weak that you cannot appeal for help .... but this, in
turn, requires your will again, and you must believe in Me if you want to request
My help. However, this belief in Me is already the first change of your will ....
Hence it also signifies assured help .... It is this faith I want to awaken in the
beings which, embodied as human beings, don’t use their will correctly, which
constantly strive downwards and are in grave danger of falling into the abyss.
A tiny spark of faith in a Power can stop their fall, and I try to make Myself
known to people so that they will gain this faith. There is so much evidence of
intervention by My power and love in every individual person’s life, that every
individual could easily win this faith by merely paying attention to these small
proofs. Yet the human being’s thinking is taking wrong paths and this, again,
because he lives without love .... for he can only believe if his thinking is right,
and he can only think right if his heart is willing to love .... Every person is
indeed able to love, except that he himself is the goal of his love and this love
of self has to be changed into love for one’s neighbour first before the word
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‘love’ is appropriate, which results in faith. The human being constantly lives
in an environment where he can practise neighbourly love, yet he will never be
forced to do so; even so, everything depends on whether he kindles love within
himself and fans it into a bright flame .... Everything depends on it, realisation,
faith, correct use of his will and eternal bliss .... However, he cannot be forced
to love, he can only ever be admonished and encouraged; love must ignite itself
in him and thereby effectively also accomplish his transformation of nature, as
this is the purpose and goal of his earthly existence as well as the completion of
My eternal plan of Salvation, which intends to deify what came forth from My
hand as work of creation but shall attain the highest bliss which I cannot give
but must be acquired by the being itself.

Amen

BD 5266 received 06.12.1951

World clock ....
Final hours ....

I want to inform those of you who believe in Me and have personally experienced
My working that the world clock will soon run out, that the last hour will
strike almost immediately and that My coming is imminent. People do not
give credence to My relevant proclamations and only a few attach importance
to them. Nevertheless, I keep telling you time and time again: The Day of
Judgment is near and every person’s life is at risk. However, I do not refer to
your mortal life, instead, your spiritual life is at risk, for if you are unprepared
when the day comes upon you, you will succumb to spiritual death and this is far
worse than mortal death which only affects the body. You are only minutes away
from the Day of Judgment and although I use a different measurement of time
.... the time will pass by at a frightening rate and the end will arrive alarmingly
soon. My faithful followers will feel it and, with increasing eloquence, draw
their fellow human beings’ attention to the Day of Judgment, but they will still
not find any credence even when it becomes obvious that Satan is raging with all
his might .... when the signs of the end are unmistakable and constantly increase
.... The human race will cling to the world and refuse to believe that it will come
to an end; even My voice from above will be ignored by them and that will be
their downfall. Nevertheless you should speak to them and inform them of My
admonitions and warnings even if they don’t want to accept anything. They shall
be warned so that no-one can say that they did not know anything .... because
I Myself still want to draw every individual person’s attention to it through
personal indications, signs and events which affect him directly. Everyone shall
be addressed by Me, even the greatest sinner and scorner of an eternal God ....
They shall all still receive My grace beforehand so that they will not go astray
if only they listen and make use of My gift of grace. And everyone will find the
confirmation of My servants’ Words, everyone will be forced to think about it
.... but the result will be determined by his own will. But then the last Judgment
will come without fail .... so that what I let seers and prophets proclaim to this
day will come to pass. Yet woe to those who ignore My every admonition and
warning .... Woe to those who have rejected My gifts of grace from above and
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live an irresponsible life on earth. My Word is truth and must come true, and
thus you humans can expect this day with certainty, regardless of whether or
not you are prepared .... Once the world clock has run out everything on earth
will come to an end and I will only fetch My Own into My kingdom, My Own,
who believe in Me as the Creator and Father of eternity and also courageously
profess this faith before the world. The secular world, however, is a part of the
one who will be bound again and, with him, everything that still adheres to him
.... they will be judged on the last day and their fate will be profound darkness
....

Amen

BD 5269 received 10.12.1951

Life energy - Spiritual energy ....

Never rely on your own strength. Although you have to activate your own will,
i.e. you should not stay immobile and wait for help, you should always act in
unity with Me and request My help and blessing and you will succeed. Your
life energy entitles and enables you to be very busy indeed. But My will is
in charge of everything and you cannot force My will; I, however, often find
Myself compelled to oppose your will if this benefits your soul. Consequently
your destiny also includes failures, futile plans and lack of success which you
cannot avoid by using your own strength. Even your life energy is not of much
use to you then and you frequently realise how little you can do by yourselves.
All failures, all futile efforts, all sudden weaknesses are an indication that you
should turn to the eternal Provider of strength, to appeal for His blessing and
in recognition of your own inadequacy ask for an increase of strength and the
success of every action.

Don’t forget Me, that is why I often allow you to experience situations where
your own strength fails; I have to show you that your own efforts are futile
without My blessing, which you should request first so that you won’t forget
Me .... Cooperation with Me guarantees success; however, if you withhold
yourselves from Me your efforts will be far more laborious and even then often
unsuccessful. Nevertheless, you can enforce success but only with support of the
strength from below which will always makes itself available to you in exchange
for your soul .... Then you can be powerful on earth, then you will succeed in
everything, then you can amaze your fellow human beings with supernatural
works .... but then you will part with your freedom, then you are chained and
completely in his, in Satan’s, power ....

Don’t ask for this strength from below even if it promises you an attractive
earthly life .... Come to Me in heartfelt prayer, and call upon Me for strength
and mercy and you will truly gain more than My opponent can offer you. But
then you won’t take possession of worldly goods, instead I will bless every
earthly beginning you undertake. I will also bless you spiritually, which means,
that your close bond with Me enables Me to endow you with spiritual strength
which is far more valuable than your life energy, because working with spiritual
strength is always successful even if you don’t always know it. Don’t ever
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exclude Me whatever you start because I always want to be your adviser, leader
and helper, Who directs everything for the benefit of you souls ....

Amen

BD 5271 received 13.12.1951

Large numbers of deaths ....
Recalling the weak ....
Decision ....

And it will come to pass as I have proclaimed .... A large number of deaths will
happen prior to it, and you will look upon it as a coincidence, as an accident,
you will accept any other explanation but the right one, that I Myself recall
people in large numbers who would fail in the last battle on this earth, who
are too weak to offer resistance and who nevertheless shall not fall into My
adversary’s hands either .... For I know the hearts of people and will never ever
let anyone become a victim of ruin who still carries a small spark of love within
himself and can still revive this spark, if not on earth then in the kingdom of
the beyond, to where My love and mercy also reaches in order to bring help. It
will come to pass as I have proclaimed. The scale of adversity and unhappiness
will be such that everyone can recognise the time of the end if he wants to. But
there will only be sorrow where My Own can be identified, for their sorrow will
be caused by their fellow human beings in order to destroy My Own’s belief in
their God and Creator of eternity in Whom they see their Father and to Whom
they want to remain faithful. My opponent works against Me and uses people
belonging to him to accomplish most disgraceful actions against My Own ....
He wants them to desert Me and thus proceeds by using brutal means against
which My Own are barely capable of standing up to. Yet the strength of My love
supports them, the strength of My love prevails, even if My Own outwardly
suffer greatest adversity .... they remain firm and surmount everything that is
hostile, because My strength enables them to do so. The time draws to a close
....

What does not seem believable to you today you will soon experience, there
will be a momentous change in every respect which will adversely affect all
people and demand of all people an attitude towards Me, the Creator and
Provider of eternity. And this attitude can only consist of acknowledgment or
rejection. That is the decision which will still have to be taken before the end.
I will powerfully intrude into your thoughts and you can accept Me or reject
Me .... yet the decision you then make will be for eternity .... And this is why
My adversary’s evil activity is being allowed, because he contributes towards
the final decision for Me or for him .... he far exceeds his designated limits of
authority, he presses My Own extraordinarily hard and gives to his followers in
abundance .... earthly possessions, honour and fame, and therefore they would
rather acknowledge him as their lord and renounce Me. Yet I will only allow
those who are strong to experience the end, who are and will remain faithful to
Me and constantly accept My strength of love. However, I will take care of the
weak by recalling them before the end arrives, so that they will not fall into My
adversary’s hands and have to do penance for an infinitely long time. But those
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who are strong in doing evil will suffer death on the day of Judgment, for they,
too, receive My grace often enough yet they take no notice of it and consciously
join My opponent’s camp, and thus they shall also share his fate when the end
has come .... for everything will fulfil itself which was proclaimed through seers
and prophets ....

Amen

BD 5277 received 20.12.1951

The helping hand of Jesus Christ ....
Deliverance from the abyss ....

On earth as well as in the beyond the Saviour’s saving hand reaches out to the
souls in the abyss to aid the ascent of those who seize His hand. God’s love and
mercy is constantly at work to bring redeeming help; but the souls themselves
must want to be helped or every gift of grace from God will remain ineffective.
But only a desperate situation can persuade someone to appeal for help. Every
immature soul in the kingdom of the beyond suffers and is tormented, whereas
the soul on earth seeks to numb itself with earthly pleasures and thus finds
it far more difficult to appeal to God for help. Yet the spiritual hardship is
just as severe but it has a perceptible effect in the beyond. The soul on earth
could certainly advance with ease, since the person can use his energy of life for
God-pleasing actions, whereas the soul in the beyond is powerless and depends
on help, either from the beings of light or from human beings.

However, there is far less willingness to do good on earth than with the souls in
the beyond, whose will is only weak as long as the soul lacks strength, but after
its first gift of strength it constantly gets stronger. The torments in the beyond
can bring about a change of will, and then the ascent is also guaranteed. But
even on earth spiritual progress is impossible without a change of will, and
since the world always has a numbing effect on people they occasionally have
to be placed into a state of distress to instigate a change of will. In that case,
however, the helping hand of Jesus Christ, the divine love, is always ready to
elevate a person, and there is hope of redemption for every soul, yet the soul’s
will, which inevitably has to aim upwards, decides the moment in time itself
.... One day even the strongest opposing will shall be broken, yet not force but
divine love will achieve this, which time and again will approach the being until
it is recognised and reciprocated, until the being’s will overwhelmingly wants
to give itself to God as His Own ....

Amen
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BD 5278 received 21.12.1951

End of the period of Salvation ....
God’s plan of Salvation ....

I have set a goal for you and granted you humans a period of time in which
you certainly could have reached this goal. And even now it is still possible for
you to attain this goal if you genuinely wanted to do so. Yet the limit given to
you has passed, only a short time separates you from the end, and anyone who
hasn’t reached the goal by then will have squandered his spiritual life, he will
have forfeited it because he didn’t want to live, and his fate will be death ....
One period of Salvation comes to an end and a new one begins; yet the spiritual
essence which is presently embodied on earth as a human being has definitely
reached the end, and if it fails it must start the cycle of evolution once again, so
that My law of eternal order shall be fulfilled. The deadline has expired, you are
just minutes away from the hour when the old earth will be destroyed, when its
creations will be disintegrated in order to arise anew, in order to provide again
new opportunities for the development of the still immature spiritual beings.
And although I repeatedly inform you of this hour .... it bypasses your ears
without leaving any impression, you don’t believe it .... Yet your unbelief will
not deter My eternal plan, it just induces Me to send you ever more distinct
signs to make a near end seem credible to you.

Your unbelief causes Me to inflict extremely painful wounds on you in order to
make you consider what your life is about and how you have used it. You cannot
be spared hours of adversity and misery since they can, after all, still contribute
towards leading you to the goal, which you really can still reach if you have the
serious will to do so. I will noticeably help you and give you strength, yet your
heart must appeal to Me for help to demonstrate your will. I can and will do
anything to make you happy yet I cannot change My eternal plan of Salvation, it
has to be carried out in accordance with the law of eternal order and within the
preordained time, which is now coming to an end. Humanity’s spiritual state
had already reached its lowest point some time ago which necessitated the end
of the earth, yet I still wait for the sake of the few who are weak and undecided,
as I can still win them over before the end of the deadline. But then all options
will have been exhausted, then everyone will have to accept the consequences
of their attitude towards Me, and Judgment will categorically take place, and
everyone will receive the fate he deserves .... eternal bliss or damnation .... life
in paradise on the new earth or renewed banishment into the creations for an
infinitely long time again ....

Amen
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BD 5279 received 24.12.1951

Saviour and Physician ....

I brought you Salvation from utmost adversity when I descended to earth ....
The Saviour was truly born to you, the Physician of your souls, Who wanted to
help you recover from a serious illness, Who knew your ailment as well as how
to cure it .... I came as Saviour, for humanity suffered great hardship. But even
today it experiences the same difficulties; people are struck by a disease which
will lead to death if nothing is done to stop it, if the Saviour is not made use
of again, Who alone can help them attain life. Yet people don’t recognise their
ailment, they don’t call for the Physician, they are incapable of living and don’t
have faith while they still live their physical life, which is the only one they deem
desirable .... The adversity is far greater now than it was when I came into the
word, for people know Me and forgot about Me, people know about a Physician
Who is able to cure them but they don’t call on him, people don’t call upon a
Saviour and yet they stand on the brink of the abyss ....

The night is dark and people don’t see the light shining for them. Their thoughts
certainly drift back to this time because it is tradition to think of Me just once,
Who laid as a Babe in a manger. Yet they don’t consider the significance of
My arrival, because this requires a serious will and the realisation of spiritual
hardship. I want to be a Physician and true Saviour again to anyone who calls
upon Me in his heart; anyone who carries his sins to Me shall be forgiven by
Me, to anyone who offers Me a loving heart I will bestow My blessing, with
light and strength to recognise Me and to understand My act of Salvation, so
that he can make use of it and so that I did not die on the cross in vain for him
.... I came into the world .... Time and again I come to My children if only they
accepted Me, if only they prepared the manger for Me in their hearts, if love
enabled their heart to accept Me .... Like a true Physician and Saviour I would
take effect in those who come to Me ailing and burdened by guilt, I want to
release them from sickness and suffering, from darkness and sin, as soon as they
merely consider Me and My mission on earth, as soon as they only believe in
Me as the Redeemer of the world, Who took a tabernacle as His abode because
He came to the poor, sick and weak who needed help in their adversity. Again I
want to help and heal where I Am faithfully called upon as Saviour before the
time is fulfilled, because it approaches its completion. Yet anyone who allows
himself to be healed by Me need not fear the end for he will live in eternity ....

Amen
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BD 5280 received 25.12.1951

Our Father ....

Children of My love, I will never let go of you .... even if an infinitely long
time passes by before you become aware of Me, My love nevertheless remains
unchanging and will not rest until it has won you over. This is why I descended
to earth, this is why I allowed Myself to be nailed to the cross as a human being,
this is why I come to you in the Word time and again and try to make you
understand what you are and what you should become. Everything came into
being for your sake, every work of creation is a means through which I want to
win you over for good, and everything that happens on earth and in the whole
of the universe was decided from the start for the sake of your former bliss ....
For those of you humans who are not yet consciously My children I Am merely
the distant God, providing of course, that you believe in a God at all. However,
only when I have become the Father for you will the goal have been reached so
that I can draw you to My heart as My children. But it often takes a long time
before you recognise God as Father. And therefore I came into the world as an
infant in order to kindle your love for Me; given that you don’t grant Me the
love of a child for its Father I wanted to be loved by you as an infant, in order to
first kindle love in you, the blissful feeling that lets you become like Me, if you
increase the degree through your will.

As an infant I came close to you, I wanted to be recognised and thus also be loved
as a divine infant, and as an infant I wanted to gain your hearts forever. The
love you show for the infant Jesus is already a step towards realisation, it is the
degree of a child’s love for Me, since it can be fanned into brightest radiance if
you follow this infant’s life on earth which ended with the most bitter suffering
and death on the cross .... This love for the infant Jesus is bound to increase if
you know of His mission, of the act of Salvation for the whole human race which
was the reason for His coming to earth. Anyone who is able to love the babe in
the manger is also capable of the right love of a child towards Me, for love does
not stand still, love is a fire which consumes everything within its reach and
therefore takes on gigantic proportions. And thus love, once it has been aroused
in a human heart, will constantly try to find more food, and heightened love
will indeed find Me as the eternal Love .... For love will always strive towards
love, the child will surely recognise its Father and give Him its heart completely
.... And My love is waiting for it and draws it entirely to itself .... for love has
merged, it has united the child with the Father and made it indescribably happy
....

Amen
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BD 5282 received 27.12.1951

Jesus came to the weak, sick and needy ....

I came into the world for the weak, sick and needy, for the strong and healthy
did not require Me, they found their own way, at least they believed they could,
and only when they went astray did they recognise their weakness and called
for Me .... when their own strength did not suffice to master their lives. All
those who call for Me, who need Me, are weak and their souls are ailing, and all
those will be helped by Me, because by calling for Me they acknowledge their
distressed state, from which they hope to be rescued by Me. All you humans are
weak and ill, and good for those who recognise it .... However, those who feel
strong and healthy are in a bad way, for they cannot be helped .... And there are
many who believe that they don’t need help, there are many who are convinced
of their own strength and very easily use the strength of the one who wants to
gain them for himself, who increases their arrogant belief and therefore gives
them strength, but not without a service in return .... He wants the soul and in
exchange gives the body what it wants ....

I, however, Am the physician of the sick and weak, I Am the comforter of the
sorrowful and the hope of the disheartened .... They all come to Me and they
will not ask in vain, I agree to help them all even if they do not experience it
immediately. But in that case I also know why, and yet you are not abandoned,
for no one who calls to Me for help from the bottom of his heart will ever call
to Me in vain. Come unto Me, all you who are weak and heavily laden, I will
refresh you .... Thus I have promised you My help, and so you will certainly
receive it .... Always remember this when you are confronted by hardship, when
you feel physically or psychologically distressed, when earthly life is a heavy
burden to you, when you need help. Then remember that I once and at any time
came to the poor, sick and weak and only await your call to reveal Myself to you,
but that I want to be called upon, so that you freely recognise your weakness and
ask for Me, your physician and helper, that your call demonstrates your faith
that I can and will help you .... and I will never allow this faith to be destroyed
....

Amen

BD 5285 received 31.12.1951

Battle of faith ....
Time of adversity ....
Strength of faith ....

You must prove yourselves in the time ahead. Those of you who believe in Me
will survive the time of adversity, for you will turn to Me for help; however,
without assistance you will find it difficult to cope with life unless you receive
strength from below, from My adversary, who will support anyone who is a
servant to him and the world. Yet someone who finds the path to Me, who
joins Me and prays for My assistance will have surprising strength in order to
endure even the most difficult event if it also affects him for the sake of his
unbelieving fellow human beings. But he will also remain visibly protected and
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unharmed, if this is My will because the person’s relationship with Me is that
of a child and faithfully expects My assistance. It will be a tough struggle, both
in an earthly as well as a spiritual sense, for the earthly adversities will distress
the spiritual aspirant as well, yet only until he has established heartfelt contact
with Me and the strength of My spirit can permeate him. Then he will boldly
confront every adversity and danger since he will feel My presence and nothing
can frighten or depress him anymore. The end is drawing ever closer, the signs
and indications are becoming ever more frequent, the battle between light and
darkness is getting increasingly more obvious, the labourers in My vineyard
work increasingly more diligently and the danger posed by the Antichrist, to
whom the believers are exposed, becomes constantly more threatening. For
Satan knows that there is not much time left and his activity will be evident
in the time ahead. Yet time after time I draw your attention to it, so that your
faith will not waver when it is demanded of you to renounce Me in exchange for
assured worldly prosperity .... Don’t let yourselves be tempted, for this exchange
would be disastrous for you .... Don’t forget that the end is near and that nothing
of the world and its possessions and pleasures will remain .... But if you have
sold your soul to My adversary for these possessions, you will have nothing else
at the end but eternal ruin .... a time of infinite torment and hardest captivity
.... Relinquish gladly and voluntarily everything that is taken away from you
but remain faithful to Me until the end .... your loyalty will be regally rewarded
and you will be assured of My assistance during the forthcoming time of need,
so that you will be able to endure all difficulties. Besides, this time will not
last long .... for I will shorten the days for the sake of My Own .... Everything
that is proclaimed in Word and Scripture will happen in quick succession ....
Admittedly, the adversity will become worse once you are demanded to make
a decision for or against Me but then you may anticipate My arrival any day,
then the earth will be approaching its end and your hardship will also soon be
over, then the time will have come when My adversary and his followers will
be bound, when the creations on the old earth will be disintegrated and a new
earth will arise, then I will come in the clouds and fetch you home into the
paradise on the new earth .... Then all adversity will be over and your life will be
a peaceful and happy one ....

Amen
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Last judgment ....
Prior wake-up call ....

I will always warn humanity of an impending judgment, to offer people the
opportunity to prepare themselves .... The judgment nevertheless comes sud-
denly and unexpectedly .... Suddenly, because I will never announce the time,
and so it comes suddenly and unexpected even for the faithful, because people
always relegate a judgment to the future and never expect a speedy fulfilment of
the predictions. For everything conveyed to people from the spiritual kingdom
requires utter faith which, however, is rarely mustered by people. Only few
will not doubt when I announce a forthcoming judgment through seers and
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prophets, but these few are unable to convince their fellow human beings and
will therefore always be few and far between until the event has occurred. The
signs and predictions of a colossal judgment will accumulate during the last
days. It will be announced again through seers and prophets on My behalf,
various signs will make a final Judgment credible, contacts will be established
from heaven to earth for the purpose of alerting people, for I do not want them
to rush headlong into disaster .... Yet people will not believe Me .... And thus
they do nothing to improve the state of their soul, they do not live taking the end
and their physical death into account but reject everything that could remind
them of it. And yet the Judgment will come ....
The day will come without fail when Judgment will take place of the living and
the dead, of the believers and of the unbelievers, who are spiritually completely
dead and therefore cannot expect to go on living. I speak often and clearly
enough to people, but I always have to do so through a human mouth, through
natural events or other natural signs, so as not to render people’s faith, will and
actions unfree .... It would certainly be easy for Me to speak to them from above,
to instil fear and terror in them, in order to effect their change .... Yet it would
not benefit their progress, I would achieve nothing else but an enforced faith in
Me and My might which, however, would not result in love but in fear of Me
and could never enable you humans to become perfect. And yet I constantly
speak to you and remind you of the impending time, of the end of this earth and
the Last Judgment. Anyone who believes it and lives accordingly is blessed, and
he can expect the last day without fear .... But woe to those who do not believe
.... who turn a deaf ear to My admonitions and warnings, who do not want
to hear because they love earthly life and therefore will lose it for an endless
time .... My final wake-up call before the end will reach everywhere .... Do not
close your ears to this last warning, for then there will not be much time left
.... for what I have proclaimed through seers and prophets will fulfil itself, and
everything will come to pass as you were told through Word and Scripture ....

Amen
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